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FAILURE OF VA’S INFORMATION MANAGEMENT

THURSDAY, MAY 25, 2006

u.s. house of representatiVes,     
Committee on Veterans’ affairs,

Washington, D.C.

 the Committee met, pursuant to call, at 9:05 a.m., in room 334, 
Cannon House Office Building, Hon. Steve Buyer [Chairman of the 
Committee] presiding.
 present:  representatives buyer, bilirakis, stearns, moran, brown 
of south Carolina, miller, boozman, brown-waite, Campbell, filner, 
gutierrez, brown of florida, michaud, herseth, strickland, hooley, 
reyes, berkley, udall, and  salazar.

  The Chairman.  the house Committee on Veterans’ affairs dated 
may 25, 2006, will come to order.  if somebody will get the door for 
us, please.
 by way of housekeeping, we only have the secretary for about 45 
minutes, and then there’s a hearing on the senate side that starts at 
10:00 o’clock.  he will be taking mr. mclean with him.  others of his 
staff will remain, and step forward at the table when the secretary 
leaves.
 i will give an opening, and then i’m going to yield to mr. strickland 
for an opening, and then we are going to immediately go to questions.  
what i would propose is, because we only have him for 45 minutes, 
is that i do a unanimous consent that each member may have three 
minutes to do questions, so we try to give quick latitude to all the 
members.  any objections?
 [No response.]
 
 all right.  and hearing no objections, so ordered.
 the purpose of this hearing is to learn more about the recent loss 
of personal data belonging to as many as 26.5 million veterans and 
some spouses experienced by the department of Veterans affairs.  
we have a meltdown in Va’s information management.  according to 
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Va, this meltdown has resulted in a catastrophic failure to safeguard 
sensitive personal data.  last monday, the department of Veterans’ 
affairs released a statement acknowledging that a data analyst took 
home electronic data which he was authorized to access at work, but 
not authorized to bring home.  the burglary of his home and the theft 
of his computer resulted in the loss of that data.  this serious inci-
dent was not communicated to this Committee until monday, may 
22nd, 19 days after the theft, and one hour prior to its release to the 
public.
 we must answer some pressing questions, which include: how did 
this breach of information management happen, what will we do to 
protect veterans from identity theft, what policies and regulations 
are in place in the department that should have stopped the misman-
agement of information, and what is the Va doing to eliminate the 
vulnerabilities associated with the security of sensitive information? 
and there are many others from my colleagues.
 and let me be clear.  we are here today to inform america’s veter-
ans and their families what the government is doing to protect them 
against fraud and ease their efforts to protect themselves.  our vet-
erans and their families must be assured of how you, mr. secretary, 
will safeguard the information they place in your hands.  whether or 
not any identity fraud results from the theft of this computer carried 
home by this Va employee, what is clear is that damage has been 
done.
 speaking as one of those millions of veterans such as even yourself, 
mr. secretary, the prospect of fraud, theft, of the awful prospect of 
repairing damaged credit, is bad enough.  for that stress to be caused 
by our own federal government is deeply disturbing, and i know 
everyone here agrees it is intolerable.  there will unfortunately be a 
certain percentage of the 26.5 million veterans that will have to deal 
with identity theft in the normal cause of life.  and now some of them 
will blame the Va.  so that’s going to be a challenge for you.
 beyond the very personal dimension: this incident has implications 
regarding the larger picture of control over Va information technol-
ogy.  over the last seven years we’ve seen compelling evidence of in-
formation security problems at the Va, and i refer to the Committee 
hearings which i’ve chaired.  on may 11th of 2000, the gao stated 
that computer security, quote:  “..is critical to Va’s ability to safeguard 
its assets, maintain the confidentiality of sensitive information, and 
ensure the reliability of its financial data.  The VA IG acknowledged 
the department-wide weaknesses in information security systems 
that continue to make VA’s program and financial data vulnerable to 
error and fraud,” end quote.
 at a september 21, 2000 hearing, gao stated, quote, “serious com-
puter security problems persisted throughout the department and 
Vha, because Va had not yet fully implemented an integrated se-
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curity management program, and Vha had not effectively managed 
computer security at its medical facilities,” end quote.
 at the april 4, 2001 hearing, the ig continued to, i quote, “identify 
significant information security vulnerabilities that place the depart-
ment’s data systems at risk of unauthorized access and disclosure.”  
The IG testified that, quote, “many of these vulnerabilities exist in 
violation of Va policy,” end quote.
 At a March 13, 2002 hearing, the IG repeated findings of the vul-
nerabilities of Va’s information technology.
 then almost four years ago today, on may 20th and may 21st, a 
wishtV 8 i-team led by karen hensel in indianapolis, indiana, 
went to goodwill and bought three computer hard drives.  two of 
those hard drives she learned were never cleansed, and they contained 
hospital patient records from the roudebush Va hospital in india-
napolis.  the names of veterans, their social security numbers, home 
address, phone numbers, pages and pages of government credit card 
numbers, information regarding veterans’ arrest records, whether 
they were receiving drug and alcohol counseling, whether they were 
disabled.  there was one of the veterans was blind, disabled, and liv-
ing alone and was a combat veteran.  it discussed his case.  one of the 
patients was hiV.  a hundred twenty of those computers were sold at 
a surplus sale without ever having been cleansed.
 so we went through all the hearings on that.  “oh, the controls are 
going to be in place, we assure the Committee.”
 at the september 26, 2002 hearing, the ig testimony stated that, 
quote, “penetration testing completed during the past two years veri-
fied that the VA’s information system could be exploited to gain ac-
cess to sensitive veteran health and benefit information.”
 At a March 17, 2004 hearing, the VA testified that, quote, “there 
was a glide path in place for the meeting, the 2004, april 2004 dead-
line for the beginning of the Vetsnet deployment.  Vetsnet has 
been in development for a decade.  i’ve been told that Vetsnet will 
not deploy in 2006 and maybe not even now till 2007.”
 as Chairman of the subcommittee on oversight and investigations, 
and now the Chairman of this Committee, i have led a bipartisan 
effort to centralize Va’s it infrastructure and control over its it sys-
tems.  last november, this house voted unanimously, 408 to zero, to 
centralize it management with the department’s chief information 
officer.  Both the department and the Senate have sadly resisted such 
centralization of Va’s it architecture.  even the independent budget 
of the Vsos opposed centralization of Va’s it infrastructure in their 
2007 budget.
 the Va inspector general in his november 2005 report entitled, 
“major management challenges of fiscal year 2005,” stated that, 
quote, “VA has not been able to effectively address some significant 
information security vulnerabilities and reverse the impact of its his-
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torically decentralized management approach.”
 the report went on to say that, quote, “while the Va has accel-
erated efforts to improve federal information security, more needs 
have to be done to put security improvements in place that effectively 
eliminate the risk and vulnerabilities of unauthorized access and 
misuse of sensitive information,” end quote.
 look where we are here today, mr. secretary.  this Committee, 
this Congress, we have asked to empower the Cio to put his arms 
around this one, and that was resisted.  we also—i have even asked 
about letting the Va be on parity with other departments with regard 
to political appointments.  that has been resisted.  and now what we 
have is, we have some management questions.  this isn’t just an is-
sue of a low-level employee.  there is very serious mismanagement of 
information technology that is at stake.
 so with that context, i believe there is a damaged trust, angered 
veterans and families, and there are systematic flaws.  And Mr. Sec-
retary, this is a defining moment of your leadership.
 with that i yields now to mr. strickland.
 [The statement of Chairman Buyer appears on p. 66]
 
  mr. STriCkland.  mr. Chairman, i would yield to my colleague from 
California, mr. filner, and i would ask that my statement be entered 
into the record, please.
  The Chairman.  thank you, mr. strickland.  all the members may 
have opening statements, and your statements will be submitted for 
the record.
 [The statement of Mr. Strickland appears on p. 68]
 
  The Chairman.  mr. filner, you are now recognized.
  mr.  Filner.  thank you, mr. Chairman, and thank you for this 
hearing.  thank you for your opening remarks.  i associate myself 
completely with them.  you laid out a complete record, i think that 
we don’t have to repeat, so i appreciate your strong attitude toward 
this issue.
 we are now presented, as the Chairman said, with a catastrophic 
problem.  the Va simply did not protect essential personal informa-
tion entrusted to its care.  now, and for the next few decades maybe, 
a potential sort of Damocles hangs over the financial well-being of 
over 26 million veterans, unless this data is recovered.
 In the last five years, as the Chairman outlined, a host of agencies, 
the Va inspector general, the gao, prominent it consultants have 
reported that Va has many problems with information security.  we 
found multiple failures under the federal information security man-
agement act, and the performance reviews required by that act.  we 
note that three or four information security recommendations to the 
VA by the Government Accountability Office in March 2002 have yet 
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to be implemented.  outside contractors have noted related problems.  
and how does Va react? with indifference.
 internal Va recommendations to strengthen the control of infor-
mation meet with resistance.  even secretary principi’s directive to 
centralize information technology at the Va in 2002 was met with 
indifference.  it was not implemented.
 in the last few years, this Committee and its subcommittees have 
chronicled problems related to unclear lines of it management au-
thority throughout the VA, from information security Officer training 
in the Vba to sensitive information releases on unscrubbed computer 
hard drives at Va medical centers, a host of very expensive major 
computer project failures and delays.
 we rarely see accountability, neither in the it or the information 
security world at the Veterans administration.  the individual re-
sponsible for the release of the unscrubbed hard drives was soon pro-
moted.  again, Va seems to react with indifference to its problems in 
this area.
 as Chairman buyer pointed out, the problem before us today is not 
unexpected.  it has sprung from a culture of indifference, at the Vet-
erans administration, and has grown strong among the leaders who 
have allowed it to grow.  the most important agent in information 
control and security in an organization is its leadership.  when they 
are not proactive, mr. secretary, bad things happen.  and a very bad 
thing has happened that we are looking at today.
 Too much time transpired before Congress was notified.  Sure, you 
needed to hope that the thing was found, but you could have briefed 
the Chairman and others in this body about that, what happened.  
Too much time transpired before veterans were notified.  And when 
you did notify them, you left it to them to go contact their credit bu-
reau, or their banks.  you didn’t say, “we will take care of it, we will 
be behind you, we will pay for the problems that you might have.” 
Va’s message was, “trust us, we will handle it.”  well, we should now 
question if even after this wake-up call, you are up to the task.
 Certainly this administration has proclaimed its need to collect in-
formation on our citizens.  on may 11th, president bush defended 
those actions by noting that the privacy of ordinary americans is 
fiercely protected in all of our activities.  Well, I think this data de-
bacle before us today clearly demonstrates the folly of the president’s 
attempt to place us at ease regarding the administration’s ability to 
fiercely protect our privacy.  This does not meet my definition of fierce 
protection.  i only see indifference.
 mr. Chairman, i appreciate again this opportunity to look into this 
incredible disaster.
  The Chairman.  thank you, mr. filner.  and i associate myself with 
mr. filner’s comments.
 testifying now will be secretary nicholson.  secretary nicholson 
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is accompanied by the honorable alan pittman, the assistant secre-
tary of human resources and administration; the honorable robert 
J. henke, assistant secretary for management; retired army major 
general bob howard, the acting assistant secretary for information 
technology; pedro Cadinez, Jr., associate deputy assistant secretary 
for Cyber and information security, and the acting deputy assistant 
secretary for information technology; dennis m. duffy, acting as-
sistant secretary for policy, planning, and preparedness; michael 
mclendon, deputy assistant secretary for policy; and the honorable 
tim mclean, the department’s general Counsel.
 All the individuals who I have just identified, if you would please 
stand, i’m going to swear all of you in.  would you please raise your 
right hand.
 [Witnesses sworn.]
 
 mr. secretary, you are now recognized.

TESTIMONY OF HON. R. JAMES NICHOLSON, SECRETARY, 
U.S. DEPARTMENT OF VETERANS AFFAIRS; ACCOM-
PANIED BY HON. R. ALLEN PITTMAN, ASSISTANT SEC-
RETARY FOR HUMAN RESOURCES AND ADMINISTRA-
TION; HON. ROBERT J. HENKE, ASSISTANT SECRETARY 
FOR MANAGEMENT; MAJOR GENERAL (RET.) ROBERT 
HOWARD, ACTING ASSISTANT SECRETARY FOR INFOR-
MATION AND TECHNOLOGY; PEDRO CADENAS, JR., AS-
SOCIATE DEPUTY ASSISTANT SECRETARY FOR CYBER 
AND INFORMATION SECURITY AND ACTING DEPUTY 
ASSISTANT SECRETARY FOR INFORMATION TECHNOL-
OGY; DENNIS M. DUFFY, ACTING ASSISTANT SECRE-
TARY FOR POLICY, PLANNING AND PREPAREDNESS; 
MICHAEL MCLENDON, DEPUTY ASSISTANT SECRETARY 
FOR POLICY; HON. TIM S. MCCLAIN, GENERAL COUN-
SEL; AND HON. GEORGE J. OPFER, INSPECTOR GENER-
AL, U.S. DEPARTMENT OF VETERANS AFFAIRS

  SeCreTary  niCholSon.   mr. Chairman and members of the Com-
mittee, thank you for giving me the opportunity to appear before you 
today, to explain a devastating occurrence that has happened in my 
agency.  it has come to my attention recently.  it was announced to 
all on monday of this week.
 i am the person ultimately responsible to our veterans, and there-
fore, the responsibility for this situation rests on me.  a Va employee 
who was a data analyst took home electronic data files from the VA.  
he was not authorized to do so, nor were they encrypted.  his house 
was burglarized and the data were stolen.  this happened on may 
3rd.  If that wasn’t bad enough, I wasn’t notified about this event 
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until may 16th.  as a veteran myself, i have to tell you that i am out-
raged.  i am frankly mad as hell.  but i must carry on, and lead the 
efforts to get to the bottom of this, and take corrective actions to see 
that it doesn’t happen again.
 my compass for this is the veterans.  how do we best take care of 
them now, and mitigate the effects of this on them?  these stolen data 
contained identifying information including names and dates of birth 
for up to 26.5 million veterans, and some of their spouses.  in addi-
tion, that information, plus social security numbers, was available 
for some 19.6 million of those veterans.  also included possibly were 
some numerical disability ratings and the diagnostic codes which 
identified the disabilities being compensated.
 it is important to note that the data did not include any of the Va’s 
electronic health records.  Neither did it contain explicit financial in-
formation, although knowing of a disability rating could enable one to 
compute what the implied terms of compensation payments are.
 on may 3rd, the employee’s home was broken into in what appears 
to local law enforcement to have been a routine breaking and enter-
ing; that is, a random burglary, not a targeted one.  and the Va data 
were stolen.  the employee has been placed on administrative leave 
pending the outcome of an investigation with which he is cooperat-
ing.
 as i have said, i am a veteran too, and i am outraged at the loss of 
our veterans’ personal data.  and i am outraged at the fact that an 
employee would put us all at risk by taking it home in violation of Va 
policies with which he was very familiar.  i am also very outraged that 
it was not until May 16th that I was notified of this incident.  And I 
am upset about the timing of the department’s overall response once 
the burglary became known.  i will not and have not tolerated inac-
tion and poor judgment when it comes to protecting our veterans.
 appropriate law enforcement agencies, including local police, the 
FBI, and the VA Inspector General’s office, have launched full-scale 
investigations into this matter.  authorities believe it is unlikely the 
perpetrators targeted the items stolen because of any knowledge of 
the data contents.  it is possible that the thieves remain unaware of 
the information they possess, or how to make use of it.  because of 
that, we have attempted to describe the equipment stolen, the loca-
tion from which it was stolen, and other information, in quite general 
terms.  we have not and do not want to provide information to the 
thieves that might be more helpful as to the nature of what they 
have.  we still hope that this was a common theft, and that no use 
will be made of the Va data.
 from the moment i was informed, the Va began taking all possible 
steps to protect and inform our veterans.  however, there were those 
in the law-enforcement community who wanted me to wait longer 
before announcing this theft, so as to pursue leads and keep the bur-
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glars in the dark.  i chose to inform our veterans nevertheless, but 
limiting the details of where and when initially, so as not to tip our 
hand to the robbers.  whether it is one veteran or the numbers we 
are talking about here today, the Va needed to act in a manner that 
maintained a balance between protecting our veterans, and inform-
ing the crooks.
 another very disturbing aspect of this circumstance is that although 
it happened on may 3rd, and the Va employee informed his bosses of 
this fact on that day, i was not made aware, as i said, until may 16th.  
equally disturbing is that federal law enforcement and investigating 
agencies were not informed immediately, either.  it wasn’t until may 
10th that the Va ig became aware of it.  i cannot explain these lapses 
in judgment on the part of my people.  it makes me really angry and 
disappointed, and after the IG finishes his investigation as to exactly 
what went on, i plan to take decisive actions.
 the Va now also has begun a relentless examination of our policies 
and procedures to find out how we can prevent something like this 
from happening again.  we will stay focused on the problems until 
they are fixed.  I have formed a special task force under the deputy 
secretary to examine comprehensively all of our information security 
programs and policies, to bring about a ringing change in the way 
we do business.  ever since 1999, the Va has gotten low marks from 
the ig on its information and a cyber security programs.  last year, 
the GAO flunked the VA on its cyber security system.  This has to 
change.
 this situation is exacerbated by the fact that the assistant secre-
tary for it, who had been at the Va that’s the beginning of 2004, has 
just recently resigned.  he came to the Va from the private sector, 
dell Computers, and has now returned to the private sector. we do 
have—and think we have recruited a good replacement, but he is not 
in place at this time.
 ironically, we, the Va, continue to get very exemplary evaluations 
on electronic medical records systems.  and during hurricane ka-
trina, the system and our people performed heroically to evacuate 
hundreds of patients and save many lives.  we are also off to a strong 
start on our it reformation to centralize all of our it applications, 
except for development.
 what this suggests is that we can get this information and cyber se-
curity mission done right, also.  i am also pleased that just yesterday 
the president announced his intention to nominate a brilliant recent-
ly retired Navy Admiral to head up our office of policy and planning, 
where this incident arose from.  he should be on board very soon.
 additionally, we are taking direct and immediate action to address 
and alleviate veterans concerns and to regain their confidence.  I have 
taken the following actions so far:
 directed that all Va employees complete the Va cyber security 
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awareness training course, and complete the separate general em-
ployee privacy awareness course by June 30, 2006.
 i have also directed a memo be issued requiring all Va employees 
to sign annually an employee a statement of awareness that includes 
there are awareness of privacy act, unauthorized disclosing or using, 
directly or indirectly, information obtained as a result of employment 
in the VA, which is of a confidential nature, or which represents a 
matter of trust, or other information so obtained, of such a character 
that its disclosure would—or its use would be contrary to the best 
interest of the Va, or the veterans being served.
 and certify their awareness on the loss of, damage to, or unauthor-
ized use of government property, through carelessness, or negligence, 
or through maliciousness, or intent.
 in addition, the department will immediately be conducting an in-
ventory and review of all current positions requiring access to sen-
sitive Va data.  the inventory will determine whether positions in 
fact require access to data.  we will then be requiring all employees 
requiring access to sensitive Va data to undergo an updated national 
agency check and inquiries, and/or a minimum background investiga-
tion, depending on the level of access required by the responsibilities 
associated with their position.  because it has come to my attention 
also that we know virtually nothing about these people that have ac-
cess to these enormous amounts of data.  for example, this individual 
having the entire veterans’ file, one person who has not to our knowl-
edge had a background check for 32 years.
 I have directed the office of information and technology to publish 
by June 30 of this year, as a Va directive, the revisions to the secu-
rity guidelines for single user remote access developed by the Office 
of Cyber information security.  this document will set the standards 
for access, use, and information security, including physical security, 
incident reporting, and responsibilities.
 Va is working with Congress, the news media, and veterans ser-
vice organizations and other government agencies, to help ensure 
that those veterans and their families are aware of the situation, and 
of the steps they may take to protect themselves from misuse of their 
personal information.  Va is coordinating with other agencies to send 
individual notifications to all 19.6 million individuals whose Social 
security numbers were stolen, instructing them to be both vigilant in 
order to detect any signs of possible identity theft, and how to protect 
themselves.
 In the meantime, veterans can also go to www.firstgov.gov for more 
information on this matter.  this is a federal government web site 
capable of handling large amounts of Web traffic.  Additionally, the 
Va has set up a manned call center that veterans may use to get in-
formation about this situation, and learn more about consumer iden-
tity protection.  that toll-free number is 1-800-333-4636.  the call 
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center operates from 8:00 a.m. to 9:00 p.m. monday to saturday, and 
it will as long as it is needed.  the call center handles up to 20,000 
calls an hour.  through the end of the day on yesterday, concerned 
veterans had made a total of 105,753 calls to this number.
 I want to acknowledge the significant efforts of numerous govern-
ment agencies in assisting the Va in preparing for this announce-
ment of may 22nd.  agencies at all levels of the federal government 
pitched in to ensure that our veterans had information on actions 
they could take to protect their credit.  hundreds of people worked 
around-the-clock last weekend, writing materials to inform the vet-
erans, and setting up call centers and a web site to ensure maximum 
dissemination of the information.  and i want to personally thank 
each of these agencies and the people therein for their selfless efforts 
on behalf of our veterans.
 three nationwide credit bureaus have established special proce-
dures to handle inquiries and requests for fraud alerts from our vet-
erans. experian and trans-union have placed a front-end message 
on their existing toll-free fraud lines, bypassing the usual phone tree 
of instructions for placing a fraud alert.  equifax has set up a new 
toll-free number for veterans to place fraud alerts.
 the new procedures became operational on tuesday.  the bureaus 
report a spike in phone calls 171 percent of normal, and in requests 
for free credit reports, through the annual free credit report web site.  
the federal trade Commission also experienced high call volumes 
about the incident earlier this week.  On Monday, the Office of Comp-
troller of the Currency notified its examiners of the theft.  On Tuesday, 
the Office of Comptroller posted an advisory on an internal network 
available to its banks, and instructed examiners to direct their banks 
to the advisory.  it explains what happened, and asked the banks to 
exercise extra diligence in processing veterans’ payments.  the ad-
visory also reminds the banks of their legal obligations to verify the 
identities of persons seeking to open new accounts, to safeguard cus-
tomer information against unauthorized access or use, and attaches 
a summary of relevant laws and regulations.
 i briefed the attorney general and the Chairman of the federal 
trade Commission, the co-chairs of the president’s identity task 
force shortly after i became aware of this occurrence, and they have 
been very cooperative as well.
 task force members have already taken actions to protect the af-
fected veterans, including working with the credit bureaus to help 
ensure that veterans receive the free credit report that they are en-
titled to under the law.
 additionally, the task force met on monday to coordinate the com-
prehensive federal response, and to recommend further ways to pro-
tect affected veterans, and increased safeguards to prevent the recur-
rence of these incidents.  on monday, following the announcement 
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of this incident, i also issued a memorandum to all Va employees.  
the purpose was to remind them of the public trust we hold, and to 
set forth the requirement that all employees complete their annual 
general privacy training and Va cyber security awareness training 
for the current year, by June 30.  following that, all will be required 
to sign a statement of commitment and understanding, which will 
acknowledge consequences for noncompliance.
 information security is challenging business.  and ultimately, it 
depends on the integrity and the work ethics of the workforce.
 The Chairman.  mr. secretary, if you could summarize your conclu-
sion, please.
 SeCreTary niCholSon.  i wanted to just, for purposes of one graphic, 
and this was not the equipment that was involved in this so i can 
use—but this is a hard drive.  this little piece of equipment that is 
smaller than my wallet has 60 gigabytes.  the information that we 
are dealing with here, this entire roll of our veterans and the data 
on it is five gigabytes.  So you could put 12 times that on that piece 
of equipment that fits easily into one’s pocket.  All of us carry a cell 
phone, a blackberry, or a personal digital assistant, and they contain 
vast amounts of data.
 i promise you that we will do everything in our power to structure 
a policy and a regulatory regime that make clear what is proper use 
of this data by our employees.  we will train employees in these poli-
cies, and enforce them.  we have already begun discussions regarding 
immediate automatic encryption of all sensitive information.  we will 
work with the president’s task force very closely.  Va’s mission to 
serve and honor our nation’s veterans is one we take seriously.  the 
235,000 dedicated Va employees are deeply saddened by any concern 
or anxiety this incident is causing to our veterans and their families.  
we honor the service of our veterans and what they have done for our 
country, and we are working hard to keep this most unfortunate cir-
cumstance from causing them undue pain and anxiety.  thank you.
 [The statement of Secretary Nicholson appears on p. 96]
 
  The Chairman.  thank you, mr. secretary.
 to my colleagues, sitting to the secretary’s right is mr. george op-
fer.  he is the Va’s ig, and it was on purpose that he was not sworn 
in.
 i will also you ask unanimous consent that thelma drake and Jim 
walsh be permitted to sit at the dais of the Veterans’ affairs Com-
mittee.
 [No response.]
 
 hearing no objections, so ordered.
 i want to thank Chairman walsh for being present today.  he 
also wanted to hold his own hearing on this, and given the time con-
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straints was not able to, and it’s impressive that he is taking equal 
concern on this.
 what we have here, mr. secretary, is this Committee working co-
operatively with mr. walsh and mr. Chet edwards on it.  and before 
you took this job, we had been working hard on it.  and when we 
couldn’t get the Va to listen, we worked cooperatively with not only 
setting forth our budget, taking out $400 million to get somebody’s 
attention, but the appropriators also followed suit.
 i am going to yield so other members can ask questions.  the only 
thing i would like for you to take away from this, mr. secretary, is 
that we intend to have follow-on hearings.  i would ask this of you: 
would you consider offering a reward, say, a million-dollar reward for 
information that would lead to the arrest or recovery of this device?  
i want you to think about that.  i want you to work with the depart-
ment of Justice on whether or not that could be helpful to us.  that 
million dollars is nothing compared to what we are about to expend.  
you have already sent us a reprogramming notice for $25 million.  so 
i don’t know where this could end.  but i want you to consider that.
 SeCreTary niCholSon.  we will.
 The Chairman.  at this point, let me yield to mr. bilirakis for two 
minutes.
 mr. BilirakiS.  thanks, mr. Chairman.  mr. secretary, welcome, i 
guess.  mr. secretary, in Vietnam you were a true, most courageous 
hero, a true hero.  you received many awards.  i doubt that the dif-
ficulties you found there are as bad as they are with the VA.
 foundationally this is a problem in the Va.  and it is foundational.  
others will ask questions regarding this particular instance, and i 
am as concerned about it as anybody else is.  mr. Chairman, i would 
like to ask unanimous consent that a two-page document, a written 
statement by a dr. leon a. kappelman be made a part of the record.
 The Chairman.  hearing no objection, so ordered.
 [The information appears on p. 125]
 
 mr. BilirakiS.  and i would like to quote from that, mr. secretary, 
very quickly here: “Va has tens of thousands of dedicated, hard-work-
ing employees committed to the important mission of serving our na-
tion’s veterans and their families.  but there is a dark side to the Va.  
Its bureaucratic culture is unprincipled, profligate, and intransigent.  
i have seen them ignore Congress, gao, omb, and one executive ap-
pointee after another.  oh, they know how to play the game to get the 
executive in Congress to open the budget floodgates, but VA doesn’t 
really care how the dollars are actually spent, as long as it doesn’t 
interfere with business as usual at the Va.  i have personally seen Va 
personnel sabotage and subvert hundreds of millions of dollars’ worth 
of it projects, and read about billions more wasted on other failures.  
i have seen a total disregard for one cyber security effort after an-
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other.  these are only the tip of the iceberg.  and why do such things 
happen at the Va?  largely, because these systems and efforts would 
make the utilization of budget and personnel more transparent and 
thereby make accountability possible.”
 mr. secretary, without going into the merits of these statements 
and that sort of thing, the gentleman is not here for us to cross-ex-
amine or whatever.  but i think we all agree that there is a problem, 
a basic bureaucratic type of a problem—at least i hope we all agree.  
and i ask you, if that is the case, and let’s go on the premise that that 
is the case, can’t you do something about it?  what is preventing you 
from—i guess this task force reviewing the entire Va and basically 
saying, “hey, we are going to chop here, we are going to change here, 
we are going to do this, we are going to do that.”  is it civil service?  
does anything prevent you from doing these things?  are we sort of 
stuck with this kind of an image, on the premise now again that this 
is basically true?  and i frankly think that it is, based on my experi-
ence of over 24 years on this Committee.
 SeCreTary niCholSon.  i would say absolutely—
 mr. BilirakiS.  your mike, i guess, sir.
 SeCreTary niCholSon.  no.  i mean, i am aware of the history of 
these problems that the Chairman and the ranking member have 
recited.  there are others.  i am trying to ascertain exactly how many 
people telecommute.  yesterday, i was talking to an employee on this 
subject, who was a data expert, who asked somebody to burn some 
records, some health records for him onto a Cd that he needed for a 
project.  it was done, they were mailed to him very timely, tidy.  wrote 
an e-mail back to them and he said “that was great.  it was prompt.  
i ready appreciate it.  where do you work here?  at the Va Central 
office?  Maybe I’ll run into you and we can have a cup of coffee.”
 and the guy says, “i don’t work here.  i work in south dakota.” and 
so we have people telecommuting all over this country, and we need 
to get our arms around who these people are, and what they are like?  
and they have enormous amounts of data with enormous amounts of 
potential.  not necessarily because they may be up to mischief, but 
they may be like the current case where they are negligent.  and this 
is an enormous, troubling situation.  but i will say to you that you 
cannot default to it.  We have to fix it.  And we can.
 mr. BilirakiS.  do you have the authority?  do you have the power 
to fix it?
 SeCreTary niCholSon.  well, if we don’t have it, we will come and 
seek it.  but you raise a good point, mr. Chairman, because there are 
things that are called guidelines, which some employees think do not 
apply because they say “guidelines,” and they don’t say “directives.”  
and that has a history to it as well, about how expeditious you can get 
out a guideline versus the time it takes to do a directive.
 i will say that the thing needs to be reviewed from tip to stern.  we 
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have queued up i think a very strong leader to come in and replace 
the person that has left, as the chief information officer who I told you 
about, who i think did a very good job in forcing us into the transfor-
mation that we are now in on centralizing, you know, a portion of it 
for business purposes and so forth.  but in the information security 
area, there is a lot needed, and—but it can be done.  these things can 
be fixed.
 [The statement of Mr. Bilirakis appears on p. 70]
 
 The Chairman.  i thank the gentleman.  i am going to hit this and 
go right to mr. filner.  what assurance can you, mr. secretary, give 
veterans that if indeed these records end up in the hands of iden-
tity thieves, that veterans will not suffer financially or otherwise for 
these illegal attacks on their credit?
 SeCreTary niCholSon.   well, i think before i could give you that 
assurance, i’m going to have to work with, the Congress to—and see 
if it could be funded.  if they suffer a loss from this.  we are working 
at a fever pitch with several proprietary companies that are in this 
business of trying to help monitor consumers, people’s credit records 
for them, and we are meeting with them, reviewing their proposals.  
with the enormous amount of people involved, there’s going to be 
a substantial cost to that.  but that would give—that would give a 
lot of peace of mind to our veterans, if they suffer a loss, the system 
of—then compensating that, which i think is something that is owed 
to a veteran, we’ll have to figure out.
 The Chairman.  mr. filner, you are recognized for two minutes.
 mr. Filner.  thank you, mr. Chairman.  who is the highest level 
official who didn’t tell you for 13 days about this?
 SeCreTary niCholSon.  that knew it during that time before, the 
deputy chief of—the deputy secretary.
 mr. Filner.  Is he going to be fired?
 SeCreTary niCholSon.  i’m reviewing all of these issues, mr. filner, 
with a view towards what actions that i’m gonna take, and i’m going 
to take—but the ig is continuing to do some work on this, and i want 
to—
 mr. Filner.  you know, your responses are incredibly bureaucratic.  
i don’t see, as i have told you, i do not see any passion. i don’t see 
you saying, “i take responsibility.”  well, the most dramatic thing 
you could do to take responsibility is resign.  in last years budget, 
you didn’t know there was a war going on, so you couldn’t take care 
of the veterans.  now, your own people do not tell you about the theft 
of the data of 26 million veterans, and you go through all this bu-
reaucratic rigamarole.  you issue something to veterans, “frequently 
asked Questions,” and you tell them, “if you have any problem, call 
your credit bureau, call your bank.”
 where is your responsibility in all this?  you tell your veterans, “go 
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call a number”—which you gave the wrong number, by the way, in 
your testimony.  at least it is different than your press release.
 So you are not taking any responsibility.  Not only financially but 
for this management debacle.  and you have said time and again as 
from your press release, there is no medical data here.  is that what 
you have said?
 SeCreTary niCholSon.  yes, i said none of the medical records—
 mr. Filner.  but you are being very bureaucratic. isn’t there a di-
agnostic code on here that indicates a specific injury, disability, or 
medical condition, that is part of the record here?
 SeCreTary niCholSon.  for disability recipients, yes.
 mr. Filner.  well, why not state that clearly and bluntly?  every 
specific code relates to a specific health condition, and the disability 
codes are linked to specific individuals by their name and date of 
birth, and they reveal each disabled veteran’s medical problems and 
conditions; correct?
 SeCreTary niCholSon.  yes, i—i think it is—that would be correct, 
yes.
 mr. Filner.  So we have medical knowledge floating around here on 
26 million people.  you should resign, mr. secretary.
 SeCreTary niCholSon.  no, sir.  it’s—i mean that it happens to be 
those that are getting disability, which is not a small number—
 mr. Filner.  how many is that?
 SeCreTary niCholSon.  it’s about 2.6 million.
 mr. Filner.  oh, i’m sorry.  so only 3 million people suffer from 
that.
 The Chairman.  thank you, mr. filner.
 mr. Filner.  okay, you should resign one eighth of the time.
 The Chairman.  thank you, mr. filner.
 mr. stearns, you are recognized for two minutes.
 mr. STearnS.  thank you, mr. Chairman.  i would say to mr. filner 
that mr. nicholson has indicated he takes full responsibility.  i mean, 
he said that personally and i understand with his record how upset 
he is.
 But Mr. Secretary, have you fired the employee who lost this infor-
mation, and why not?
 SeCreTary  niCholSon.  he has been put on administrative leave 
pending further action.  there are other people, to go back to mr. 
filner’s comment, who are also in my sights as a result of this.
 mr. STearnS.   do you have internal controls?  for example, why 
wasn’t this information encrypted?  in commercial corporations, they 
encrypt all this information as a standard operating procedure.  how 
in the world could a person take this outside and not be encrypted?
 SeCreTary niCholSon.  he was—one, he wasn’t authorized take it 
home at all.  that we have a standing regulation, standing policy, 
that anyone who he is authorized to take sensitive information out-
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side of their workstation has to have it encrypted.
 mr. STearnS.  okay, do you have in place an internal security op-
eration, with a security chief, with internal audits, and occasionally 
an outside audit, to confirm that this information is secure, in the 
Veterans administration?  Just yes or no.
 SeCreTary niCholSon.  yes.
 mr. STearnS.  what is this going to cost the Veterans administra-
tion?  Your first diagnosis of this, what do you think this is going to 
cost and you’re going to need from this Committee?
 SeCreTary niCholSon.  that’s a tough call, because it’s going to de-
pend on what, you know, what level we decide you—
 mr. STearnS.  you’re talking about 20 million, 5 million, 2 billion?
 SeCreTary niCholSon.  no, we’re talking—
 mr. STearnS.  I mean, you must have a figure.
 SeCreTary  niCholSon.   we’re talking—i would say we’re talking 
way north of 100 million.
 mr. STearnS.  so you might be talking about half 500 million?
 SeCreTary niCholSon.  it could be.
 mr. STearnS.  okay.  thank you, mr. Chairman.
 [The statement of Mr. Stearns appears on p. 76]
 
 SeCreTary niCholSon.  yes, sir.
 The Chairman.  thank you.  mr. gutierrez?
 mr. GuTierrez.  yes, i yield to Corinne brown.
 SeCreTary niCholSon.  mr. Chairman, i’m sorry but i’m going have 
to—i’m committed to go to the senate—
 The Chairman.  well, i know.  we are going to do mr. gutierrez, 
miller, and then you are gone.  so you have four minutes.
 mr. GuTierrez.  thank you very much.  i yield to Corinne brown.
 [The statement of Mr. Gutierrez appears on p. 74]
 
 mS. Brown oF Florida.  thank you very much.  mr. secretary, can 
you see me in my nice pretty red suit?  this monday all of us will be 
facing our veterans in the memorial celebration.  and i do not know 
what we are supposed to say.  they are going to paint us with the 
same brush.  what assurances will we be able to give about the 26 
million veterans’ records, how have we notified them?  How have we 
assured the veterans that we are going to work with them throughout 
the process?  and i also want to know, you know, some of our veter-
ans say this could have been an inside job.  have we done lie detector 
tests with everybody involved?
 SeCreTary niCholSon.  well, as i said, Congresswoman, i hate this 
i’m sure more than you do.  and i’ll take responsibility for it.  it hap-
pened to my organization, and i think what we are doing is everything 
we can in the time that we’ve had so far to try to get the word out to 
the vets.  we’re gonna send them each a letter, but we can’t send 26 
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million letters instantaneously.  we’ve found out we can’t right now 
even get 26 million envelopes, but we’re underway in getting them.  
and they will each get a letter.  you can help inform us with the 1-800 
number, and the website, the media.  because we want each of them 
to know what to do, and to know that right now there is no reason to 
panic.  there’s nothing, there’s no sign that any of this is being used 
at this time.
 mS. Brown oF Florida.  mr. secretary, i asked a question.  what as-
surances do we have?  Because this identity theft is a very profitable 
thing.  how do you know it wasn’t an inside job?
 SeCreTary niCholSon.  because the local law enforcement authori-
ties that investigated the scene of the crime—that’s the first question 
i asked, by the way—are convinced that it—that it was a real break-
in.
 [The statement of Corrine Brown of Florida appears on p. 78]
 
 The Chairman.  ms. brown, i thank you.
 mS. Brown oF Florida.  well, are we going to be able to give these 
questions in writing to the secretary.
 The Chairman.  yes.  if anybody has questions in writing, please, 
you can submit them and we will get them to the secretary.
 the last questioner, mr. miller, is recognized for two minutes and 
then the secretary has to leave.  thank you, ms. brown.
 mr. miller.  thank you very much, mr. Chairman.  i did hear the 
secretary in his opening remarks refer to the fact that there were 
codes that was in this information, so i do think he brought it to this 
Committee’s attention, contrary to my colleague’s question.
 two things: number one, why would an employee take this infor-
mation home?
 SeCreTary niCholSon.  Congressman miller, he took it home to work 
with it.  he was working on a project where he was trying to stream-
line a telephonic polling that we do of veterans periodically, and it’s 
done randomly, that they’re called and asked a series of questions, 
which is, you know, benign.  We’re trying to find out what’s going 
on in their life, how we’re doing with them, how they’re doing, and 
so forth, and he thought he had a way that he could make this more 
efficient in the selection of the veterans that we were calling, and he 
took this data home to work it.
 mr. miller.  and my second question and as of course, we are all 
concerned about the financial implications to the veterans, but I also 
want to know, you know, the financial institutions, banks, credit 
unions, retailers, anybody that may get caught up in this; who is go-
ing to be responsible for the cost that may be incurred for private 
entities out there?
 SeCreTary niCholSon.  well, you know, i suppose the ultimate an-
swer to that question is going to be up to you all that make the laws.  
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i mean, we’re—it happened because of—it happened because of us.
 mr. miller.  well, let me ask it this way: what would your recom-
mendation be?
 SeCreTary  niCholSon.   well, my recommendation would be that 
we’d be responsible for it.  we caused it.
 mr. miller.  thank you.  that is what i wanted to hear.
 [The statement of Mr. Miller appears on p. 83]
 
 The Chairman.  all right.  mr. secretary, thank you very much.  you 
and mr. mcClain are excused.  thank you.
 i would now like the other witnesses to please come to the table to 
replace the secretary and the general Counsel.  if staff could help 
them.  what we may have to do is bring your chairs to the front.
 To all of my colleagues, while all this administrative shuffle is oc-
curring, the team that the secretary is leaving behind is the team that 
is responsible for cyber security and in charge of plans and policy.
 there is a hearing on the senate side that starts at 10:00 a.m., 
and that is the purpose of the secretary’s and general Counsel’s exit.  
but what i wanted to insure for all of my colleagues is that as the 
secretary leaves, these are the individuals who are in the responsible 
positions.
 ms. berkley?
 mS. Berkley.  thank you, mr. Chairman.  with all due respect, and 
i am sure these are the men and women that do the nuts and bolts on 
this issue, but i was hoping to talk to the secretary, and have an op-
portunity to question him.  will he be available to us?  it seems that 
something this important, one hour in front of this Committee simply 
is not enough.  oh, i’m sorry, 45 minutes.
 The Chairman.  45 minutes.  we will entertain that.  wwe are go-
ing to have follow-on hearings.  if the secretary is necessary we will 
bring the secretary back before the full Committee.  we can do brief-
ings to members.  i will seek your counsel.
 mS. Berkley.  i would appreciate that.  thank you, mr. Chairman, 
and i am going to the ir Committee markup.
 The Chairman.  all right, thank you.
 all right.  mr. michaud, you are now recognized.  the Committee 
will come to order, please.  people can take seats and please close the 
door.  if somebody can help out and make sure all the nameplates can 
be read by the members, please.
 i’m sorry, mr. michaud.  i just wanted to say good morning to you.
 mr. miChaud.  good morning, mr. Chairman.
 The Chairman.   good morning.  prerogative of the chair, i would 
ask unanimous consent to rescind the former unanimous consent to 
yield to members for two minutes, and now go back to regular order.
 [No response.]
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 hearing no objection, so ordered.  mr. strickland, you are now rec-
ognized for five minutes.
 mr. STriCkland.  thank you, mr. Chairman.  mr. Chairman, i also 
am sorry that the secretary is not here.  i wrote down verbatim what 
he said to us, “i am the person ultimately responsible for our veter-
ans, and therefore, the responsibility for what has happened rests 
with me.”  i am not sure what it means to take responsibility.  i think 
it ought to mean more than just uttering those words.  i think it 
should imply some decisive action.  and quite frankly, if this was the 
first concern I had about the Secretary, I may be a little more chari-
table in my response.  but quite frankly, i don’t think the secretary 
is up to this job, and i do hope he takes this opportunity to reconsider 
whether or not he should remain in that position.  i quite frankly 
have serious questions about whether or not he should.
 i have a question regarding the fact that many states have enacted 
privacy laws that in some cases certainly supersede the requirements 
that may be currently in place under the VA’s system.  Thirty-five 
states have introduced data security legislation.  twenty-two states 
have actually enacted such security laws, one of those states being 
my home state of ohio.  Can someone at the table inform me as to 
whether or not the Va takes seriously the states that may exist at 
the state level, and makes efforts to comply with those state security 
laws, if they are more stringent than those currently embraced by 
the Va?
 General howard.  sir, bob howard.  i have not seen any evidence 
that we have addressed that for the states.  one of the efforts that 
the Office of Information and Technology has been undergoing, you 
know, throughout this incident is trying to determine what guide-
lines and policies exist.  i have not seen that, unless any of my other 
colleagues have.
 mr. STriCkland.  Can someone give a definitive answer as to wheth-
er or not there was a difference in requirements between state and 
Federal law? Or there was a conflict there; would it be likely that the 
Va would attempt to comply with those more stringent state laws, 
within the state?
 mr. duFFy.  Congressman, it’s my understanding that federal law 
supersedes state law.  i believe however that the department makes 
every effort to meet state law where it’s consistent with our own rules 
and standards of practice.
 mr. STriCkland.  okay, thank you.  i am curious as to why an em-
ployee would take this kind of material home.  i mean perhaps he 
is just a very dedicated employee that is willing to work above and 
beyond what may be required of him at his official worksite.  Why 
was he not doing this work during regular work hours?  Can someone 
speak to me about the staffing needs that may be inadequate, that 
would result in an employee taking such action, in terms of taking 
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this kind of data to work on it at home rather than doing it at the 
facility, or at the worksite?
 mr. duFFy.   Congressman, i think in this particular instance we 
have an individual who believed that with—on his own time, and 
without the din of daily work; telephones and meetings and the like, 
he would be able to apply his own time and talent to resolving what to 
him was a basic problem of reducing substantially the size of a survey 
instrument that we were attempting to create.
 i would say to you that he fully understood that it was inconsistent 
with departmental policy to take that information home with him, 
that he had no right to remove the materials from his worksite.  he 
did it with all of the best intentions, at least that’s my personal opin-
ion.  there was no malice a forethought.  i don’t believe that there 
was any sinister intent here.  he did it because he wanted to be more 
productive and to come back with a problem solved.  and in all can-
dor, i think we attempt to promote individual initiative on the part of 
our employee workforce.  however in this instance, it was contrary to 
what the rules and regulations require regarding safeguarding sensi-
tive personal identifier data.
 mr. STriCkland.  thank you.  Just sitting here listening to secre-
tary estimate the potential cost, i think he said it could be over $100 
million.  and if, as the Chairman has suggested, we have the respon-
sibility to make whole any veterans who have been harmed, i can see 
where that number could go much, much higher.  Just sitting here 
thinking, the latest i have heard the cost of the Capitol Visitor Cen-
ter was i think something over $500 million, and the work has been 
going on for years and years, and we know what a massive undertak-
ing that has been.  so just kind of putting this in perspective, if the 
lower cost estimates of $100 million hold forth, we can see what an 
incredible cost this is going to be to the taxpayer, to the federal gov-
ernment, and ultimately to the Va administration, and that means 
ultimately to the individual veteran, in terms of how they are served.  
so you know, i don’t think this is a little thing, and i don’t imply that 
any of you believe it is a little thing.  i think this is just incredibly 
serious.  it is going to be very very costly, even if the best case sce-
nario it is that there is no use of this data for, you know, for nefarious 
purposes.  it is still in to be incredibly, incredibly costly.  and it is just 
such an unfortunate incident.
 mr. Chairman, i thank you for the hearing.  i do hope that we could 
have the secretary back at some point in the future, and i yield back 
my time.
 The Chairman.  i thank you, mr. strickland. i thank you for your 
leadership.  mr. strickland and mr. bilirakis, mr. filner and i want 
to work with both of you because at some point, where do we retain 
this at Committee; where do we do a handoff to the o&i subcommit-
tee?  we want to work with you with regard to our jurisdictions.
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 i have asked mr. opfer to remain with us, as he is not going over to 
the senate.  this is the Va ig.
 and at this point, i am going to yield to mr. bilirakis, who has 
asked for his three minutes.
 mr. BilirakiS.  thank you again, mr. Chairman.  mr. opfer, who 
do you work for?
 mr. opFer.  sir, i work for the president and—
 The Chairman.  scoot up to a microphone.
 mr. opFer.  Sir, I am a presidential appointee, Senate-confirmed, 
which means i can only be removed by the president.
 mr. BilirakiS.   okay.  Very good, that is what i wanted to hear.  
mr. opfer, you know, these things happen and they have been hap-
pening.  the same sort of thing has been happening over a period of 
years.  i know we have had secretary after secretary after secretary 
here.  and you know, when the media is here, particularly, we speak 
very brusquely and that sort of thing in order to make the media and 
whatnot.  but you know, in my opinion, as i indicated during my two 
minutes, two minutes-plus, it is culture.  it is a culture at the Va.  
maybe it is a bureaucratic culture of all the agencies and depart-
ments.  i don’t know, but certainly at the Va.
 let me ask you, sir, when were you made aware of the theft of the 
data?
 mr. opFer.  The Office of Inspector General and I particularly were 
never notified by the Department of theft of the data.
 mr. BilirakiS.  you never were?
 mr. opFer.  never were.
 mr. BilirakiS.  never were.  how about that?  yeah, how did you 
learn?  you read about it in the newspaper?
 mr. opFer.  what happened was on may 10th, the information se-
curity officer of the Office of Inspector General was attending a nor-
mal monthly meeting in the department.  and at that meeting, one of 
the isos mentioned that an employee of Va had lost data which was 
stolen from their residence.  That information security officer, who is 
not an agent, not an investigator, came back, reported to his supervi-
sor, and the next day it was reported into our office of investigations.  
we had no information other than an employee had lost data that 
was stolen in a burglary in their residence.
 mr. BilirakiS.  and what was your reaction—
 The Chairman.  Can you pull that microphone closer to you.  we can 
barely hear you.
 mr. BilirakiS.  yeah.  what was your reaction to that?
 mr. opFer.   I was not notified then because the information was 
very sketchy.  Our Office of Investigations dispatched agents on Fri-
day, May 12th, to try and locate the information security officer who 
had the information, and also to locate and start the interview pro-
cess of the employee who had had their residence burglarized.
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 The information security officer that had the information was not 
working.  the agents attempted to locate him at his residence and 
left messages there, as well as at work.  it wasn’t until monday, may 
15th, that the Office of Investigations located the subject employee 
that had the burglary, and we conducted the interview.
 [The statement of Mr. Opfer appears on p. 101]
 
 mr. BilirakiS.  wow.  well, there you go.  yeah, i guess the Chair-
man is suggesting i do this.  misters duffy and mcClendon, why did 
you not notify the ig?
 mr. duFFy.  I’ll begin first.  Let me begin by noting that the first I 
was notified of it was on Friday morning, May 5th.  And my notifica-
tion was in hallway conversation with the it specialist who serves as 
both our security and privacy—
 mr. BilirakiS.  in a hallway conversation?
 mr. duFFy.   yes, sir.  he indicated to me at that time that there 
had been the burglary of one of our data analysts, that some sensi-
tive data and information may have been burglarized.  at that time, 
I asked him to do two things: first, attempt to identify and document 
for me all of the data sets and personal identifier elements that may 
have been compromised.  the second thing i asked him to do was to 
confirm for me of what the formal process for notification is in the de-
partment regarding a matter such as this; that is, where information 
or data has been compromised.
 he agreed to prepare for me a memorandum that would identify 
for me, to the best of his knowledge, the information that might have 
been compromised.  With respect to notification, what he told me was 
that the process was to notify the cyber security systems operations 
center, and that they have an incident management process in place 
for responding to these types of issues.
 later that afternoon, sometime around 3:30 in the afternoon, i 
received the first initial memorandum from my IT specialist that 
identified in rather generic terms the data and the information that 
appeared to have been stolen.  i talked at that time with mr. mclen-
don, who is the deputy assistant secretary for policy.  he asked for 
an opportunity to have a member of his staff, who has dramatically 
more familiarity with the data sets, take a look at it, and review and 
validate that information, and indeed he did that.
 monday morning, the eighth, we had a new, more detailed memo-
randum on the nature of the information that was contained on the 
hard drive that was stolen.
 on tuesday the ninth, early afternoon, i had a meeting with the 
department’s chief of staff, tom bowman, and informed him at that 
time for there had apparently been a burglary, and that some sig-
nificant personal data may have been compromised, and indicated 
to him at that time that i thought it important that senior leader-
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ship get together and identify exactly what our responsibilities were 
regarding notification to the beneficiaries whose information might 
have been compromised.
 mr. BilirakiS.  did you ever take in consideration when you should 
notify the ig?
 mr. duFFy.  sir, with all due respect, my understanding was that 
all that would have been processed through the incident management 
reporting system in cyber security, in the soC.
 The Chairman.  oh, so you are blaming who?
 mr. duFFy.  i’m not blaming anybody.  what i’m telling you is what 
was in my mind.  and what was in my mind was two things: one is 
that we had made formal notification through our IT systems special-
ist to cyber security, that they have that responsibility.  the other 
point that i would make to you is that when i had information in 
hand, it was provided up the chain to those above me regarding the 
fact that the information may have been compromised, and our need 
to take some affirmative action.
 The Chairman.  mr. bilirakis, may i?
 mr. BilirakiS.  well, my time as long up.  yes, sir, by all means.
 The Chairman.  mr. Cadenas, you are sitting right there.  what do 
you think about what mr. duffy just said?
 mr. CadenaS.  well, sir, because we get a number of reports on a 
regular basis, the soC, the security operations Center, did receive 
this notification.  But before it’s escalated, it must be confirmed that 
a—because the original message that came in says “possible compro-
mise.”  so part of the process is we contact the information security 
officer to validate if in fact it has been compromised.
 a number of days had lapsed.  we started beginning our own in-
vestigation, asking additional questions, and the information was not 
forthcoming, as well.  Still had no valid confirmation that the infor-
mation was lost or stolen or anything to that effect.  we’re still deal-
ing with the compromise, potential compromise, of information.
 during the course of the process, we asked the information security 
officer to also contact the privacy officer based on the information 
that you identified that was on there.  We later found out—I don’t 
know if it was my office or the individual himself, there was a privacy 
office ticket violation opened up on that.
 i found out about this incident on the 16th, as well, and my team, 
they were trying to conduct their due diligence to validate that this 
in fact had happened.
 The Chairman.  do you work with the ig?  do you ever report these 
incidents to the ig?
 mr. CadenaS.  well, yes, sir.  we have understood rules of engage-
ment.  once it reaches a certain level, any incident reaches a certain 
level, we back off because now it could be a potential criminal inves-
tigation, and then we hand off.
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 The Chairman.  But the IG has testified that he has never even re-
ceived this yet.  so when does this rise to the level of concern?
 mr. CadenaS.  well, in looking at the entire incident, sir, because 
this does not fall—and i don’t mean to sound like the bureaucracy 
here—but because it does not fall under cyber security, this was not 
a cyber security attack or hack, we tried to follow up with the privacy 
office, and we ran it up the chain.  This is a privacy issue.
 The Chairman.  okay.  it is not your problem, i guess now it is not 
yours.  now it is not the privacy guy.  we don’t have the privacy guy 
at the table?
 General howard.  it is a bureaucracy, mr. Chairman, and it is cul-
ture—
 The Chairman.  all right, let me just pause a moment.
 General howard.  mr. Chairman—
 The  Chairman.   ms. brown, you are now recognized.  hold on, i 
know you want to say something.  but ms. brown wants her three 
minutes.  i need to yield to her.
 ms. brown, you are recognized for three minutes.
 mS. Brown oF Florida.  well, i hate to break the chain.  i am going 
to let you answer your question, and then I will go to mine.  Just fin-
ish what you were saying.
 General howard.  i just wanted to comment that—that there’s the 
constant refrain of “it’s just a large bureaucracy.”  it is indeed a large 
and complex structure, but it is not so large that we don’t talk to each 
other.  and the truth is that a number of days passed where the infor-
mation was being reviewed and validated.  the burglary took place 
on the third.  on the fourth, the employee did not report for work.  he 
was told by—as i understand it, the home had been ransacked, and 
he had been told by police to secure his premises and the like.  so 
he was not in.  He did not come in until the morning of the fifth, on 
that friday.  that’s the day when mr. mclendon and a senior data 
analyst sat down with the individual and talked specifically about 
the nature of the data that may have been compromised.  and it was 
only after a full day of discussions with somebody who quite candidly 
appeared to be fairly distraught about the whole incident.
 mS. Brown oF Florida.  well, do you know this is a meltdown?  and 
the secretary said he didn’t find out about it until the 16th?  When did 
the secretary find out?
 General howard.  he indicated the 16th.
 mS. Brown oF Florida.   it is a complete failure.  since 2001, has 
your office requested changes that would limit anyone’s ability to re-
move Va data to a personal computer or storage device?
 mr. CadenaS.  Yes. Yes, ma’am, the office of—
 mS. Brown oF Florida.  yes, what was the result of that action?
 mr. CadenaS.   we do not have the authority to enforce any such 
request.
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 The Chairman.  ms. brown?
 mS. Brown oF Florida.  yes, sir?
 The Chairman.  if you pay really close attention to the response that 
he just gave, what i just learned from last night, and i want to make 
sure i get to all the members, i have a march 16th, 2004 document 
from tony principi, when he was the secretary.  and he instructed 
that the chief information officer be the individual that is responsible.  
we need somebody in charge of all this.  then we have the general 
Counsel.  he writes an opinion.  and in his opinion, he says that the 
Cio does not have that authority.  and matter of fact, mr. Cadenas 
here with cyber security can only do compliance.  he does not have 
the authority to demand anybody to do anything.  he can only say 
whether somebody has complied or not.
 i yield back.
 mS. Brown oF Florida.  it is a complete meltdown.  the system is 
not working for the veterans.
 to your best knowledge, does anyone other than Va employees take 
home or store veterans’ personal information; names, social security, 
date of birth, financial, medical, anywhere in VA?  Is there a statute, 
regulation, or policy, that allows that action?
 General howard.  ma’am, we have procedures in place to permit 
telework, virtual connections, you know, through laptops and what 
have you.  the only clear guideline that i have personally seen on 
the rules of the game, regarding taking information away from a Va 
facility, is contained in the guideline that the secretary mentioned 
during his testimony.  And there are two specific items in that guide-
line: one is to take information such as what we are talking about 
away from a Va’s facility, the individual has to have permission.  and 
the second key part of it, it must be encrypted.  Clearly, both of those 
elements were not followed.  but that guide—it’s in a guideline.  it’s 
not a directive.
 mS. Brown oF Florida.  oh.  god, we need help.  this is unbeliev-
able.  i am going to yield my time, but i can tell you that this system 
is a failure.  i mean, we are not talking to each other, we are not 
communicating.  you can’t tell me how many other people have this 
information, that could have this data at home.  it is not illegal to do 
it.  it is a regulation, it is not—do you hear what he is saying?
 [Laughter.]
 
 mr. BilirakiS.  what the gentle lady yield?
 mS. Brown oF Florida.  yes.
 mr.  BilirakiS.  yeah.  the Va inspector general in his novem-
ber ‘05 report entitled “major management Challenges; fiscal year 
2005,” stated that, quotes, “Va has not been able to effectively ad-
dress its significant information security vulnerabilities and reverse 
the impact of its historically decentralized management approach,” 
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end quotes.  and there you are.
 that is why i keep going back to this culture business, this envi-
ronment business, because that is where the problem stems from.  
mistakes are made.  i mean, we are all human beings.  but continu-
ally, continually, and the frustrations of it, and the lack of security.  
thank you, mr. Chairman, thank you for—
 mS. Brown oF Florida.  i think it has to go back with whose respon-
sibility it is.  i think the ultimate responsibility is with us.  as a co-
equal branch of government, we have not done our job.
 The Chairman.  well, we passed the Cio bill, ma’am.  when i look 
at this for the members, i would ask unanimous consent that the 
documents which i referred to in my discussions with Corrine brown 
be submitted for the record.  and in particular, the memorandum 
from secretary principi dated march 16th, 2004 be entered into the 
record.
 [No response.]
 
 hearing no objection, so ordered.
 [The attachment appears on p. 135]
 
 The Chairman.  i would ask that the general Counsel’s memoran-
dum dated april 7th, 2004, be entered into the record.
 [No response.]

 hearing no objection, so ordered.
 [The attachment appears on p. 136]
 
 The Chairman.  the secretary principi, this is what he says:
 “Cyber security is everyone’s responsibility, and all employees are 
accountable for protecting Va’s computer and information systems.  
Specifically I have tasked the Assistant Secretary for information 
and technology, the Cio, bob mcfarland, with responsibility to de-
vise and implement a department-wide cyber security program under 
the federal information security management act.”
 we passed that act.
 “i expect all employees to fully support and cooperate with the im-
plementation of the department’s cyber security policies.  it is my in-
tention to ensure that the assistant secretary mcfarland has all the 
power and authority necessary to carry out the heavy responsibilities 
associated with cyber security in the department.  this will include 
certain administrative and supervisory authority over employees di-
rectly involved in the implementation of cyber security policy.  appro-
priate directives, policies, personnel regulations, are being drafted to 
effectuate my intentions.”
 we have the acting Cio in front of us, former major general how-
ard.  now the problem is the general Counsel comes along and does 
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an interpretation and says they Cio does not have these authorities.  
and that is what we now end up, we have got a mess in that bureau-
cracy.
 mS. Brown oF Florida.  mr. Chairman, could i—30 seconds?
 The Chairman.  yes ma’am.
 mS. Brown oF Florida.  mr. Chairman, we often passed bills, and 
then the agency will come up with regulations that’s just opposite of 
what we pass.
 The Chairman.   well, that is why we have been working on this 
Committee in a bipartisan fashion, ma’am, to bore through this, but 
we have a bureaucracy that is recalcitrant.  we have individuals sit-
ting at this table.
 yes, mr. duffy, i just saw your reaction.  you and i have a complete 
disagreement with regard to centralization versus decentralization.  
you fought us all along.  you go, “oh, this is my business.  stay out 
of my world.”
 well, now that the problems we have got.  we said, “okay, we are 
going to leave it to you, we are going to leave it to mr. mclendon,” 
and look what we have got in a decentralization.
 mr. duFFy.  mr. Chairman, with all due respect, i have never taken 
a position on centralization or decentralization of it.  it has noth-
ing—
 The Chairman.  thank you for your views, mr. duffy.
 mr. duFFy.  —it affects me only on the margins.  and trust me, i 
have not entered that—
 The Chairman.  well, that’s one hell of a margin for a veteran.
 mr. duFFy.  well.
 The Chairman.  i yield to mr. miller.
 mr. miller.  thank you, mr. Chairman.  i have already asked my 
questions.  i will yield back my time.
 The  Chairman.  all right.  i have been asked to meet with the 
speaker.
 mr. BilirakiS.  [Presiding].  Okay, where are we here?  Mr. Booz-
man?
 mr. Boozman.  yes.
 mr. BilirakiS.  Mr. Boozman is recognized for five minutes.
 mr. Boozman.  yeah, i would like to know a little bit about what 
happened.  so the place was broken into, and not just the computer 
was stolen, but the whole place was ransacked?  i think somebody 
alluded to that earlier.
 mr. mClendon.  i’ll be glad to answer that, mr. boozman.  the em-
ployee had left to go home from work.  his wife is also a government 
employee.  She arrived home to find the home having been broken 
into and ransacked.  she called her husband and reached him on the 
cell phone when he was I guess in the parking lot fixing to get in his 
car to drive home.  as best i understand it, she arrived home some-
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where around maybe 3:30, 4:00 o’clock in the afternoon.  so they did 
the notification to the police.  When he finally kind of got a handle on 
what was going on, he called the office.  The secretary got ahold of 
me, and i called him just a few minutes later, probably somewhere 
around 5:30, quarter of six that afternoon.
 he was very distraught, as you can imagine.  he was also con-
cerned because his wife had found a break-in, and he was kind of 
after-the-fact concerned that maybe somebody was still in the house.  
he described that the house had been ransacked, that they had gone 
through drawers upstairs, and drawers all over the house, and that 
things like change that we would normally put in a glass jar or some-
thing was missing out of drawers.  he described kind of the state of 
the house, and how they had broken into a back window.  and then he 
said that, you know, that they had taken—he was surprised at things 
that they had passed up in the house, you know, like silver and those 
kind of things, but it appeared that they had grabbed his personal 
laptop and external hard drive when he had—when they had left.
 and it was at that point that just straightforwardly, and i have to 
give the individual credit for this, that he said he believed that there 
was some veterans’ data on his hard drive.  and i have to say that 
to this day, that that individual does not understand that there are 
many people who would not have self-reported that information.  but 
he did, and he acknowledged on the phone that he knew that he was 
not supposed to have done that, and he just had no explanation as to 
why.  and clearly, he was just very distraught at the incident.
 so he was—the police were still there.  he said he needed to work 
with them.  He had already notified VA security office about the inci-
dent.  he was not at work the next day because the police had asked 
him to secure his home and be available for questions and whatever.
 early the morning on thursday morning—and also i have to say, 
after i talked to the gentleman that afternoon, i contacted the indi-
vidual in our office who is the most technically knowledgeable about 
the details of the data and systems, to also called the individual to try 
to elicit more information from him.  and so then he reported back to 
me, so that early thursday morning, that individual, dat tran and i 
sat down with the information security officer for the office of policy 
planning to relate everything we knew up to that point, and to say, 
“okay, now you tell us what the process is and what additional infor-
mation that is gonna be required.”
 and he very matter-of-factly laid out what he said he knew the pro-
cedures were, just like dennis acknowledged, about what was gonna 
happen, who he would be generally talking to, and he says if i need 
any more information, or when i do, i will come back and tell you.
 mr. Boozman.  so if he hadn’t self-reported it, then we really would 
have had no way of knowing that the data ever left the office, or what-
ever.
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 mr. mClendon.  no, sir, we wouldn’t have.  and i think it’s impor-
tant to remember that this is not a case in which information was put 
up on the internet for wide public access.  it was, he had taken some 
disk from work that he was using, to use on his external hard drive at 
home, to continue to do work.  he’s a ph.d. analyst—
 mr. Boozman.  what are the police saying?  i mean this happens all 
the time, you know, sadly, in the sense that places are broken into.  
What is the customary stuff, when you steal electronics—first of all, 
who are they saying are the likely thieves?  What kind of profile do 
they have?  what do they customarily do with this stuff when they 
get it?
 mr. mClendon.  depends upon—i’ll just say from my personal ex-
perience, i have been through this, it could be anywhere from kids 
to more professional individuals who are looking for easy prey and 
things they can quickly turn a dollar on.  i don’t believe that the po-
lice report or the fbi has completed their investigation yet, so we will 
just have to wait and see what they say.
 mr. Boozman.  thank you.
 mr. BilirakiS.  the gentleman’s time has expired.
 mr. Boozman.  mr. Chairman, also, could i have a statement put in 
the record, please?
 mr. BilirakiS.  oh, yes.  that, you see, took place before you came 
in.
 mr. Boozman.  okay, thank you.
 [The statement of Mr. Boozman is found on p. 89]
 
 mr. BilirakiS.  mr. salazar to inquire.
 mr. Salazar.  thank you, mr. Chairman.  we do appreciate this.
 as i hear more about what happened and the items that were tak-
en during this burglary, it seems like you were talking, mr. mclen-
don, that silver was passed up, and other things.  it almost seems to 
actually send up a red flag because it seems like the computer was 
targeted.
 we introduced legislation a couple days ago.  it is hr-5455, the 
Veteran’s identity protection act, which will actually provide free 
credit reports for veterans who might have been affected by this for a 
period of one year.  Could someone in this panel maybe address that?  
and do you think this is something that should be done?
 mr. henke.  sir, i am not familiar with the particular legislation 
you cite, but obviously our first concern is to protect veterans.  And 
as the secretary has indicated, he would be more than happy to work 
with the Congress to find ways to do that and take those steps that 
are necessary.
 mr. Salazar.   well, what this particular legislation will actually 
do, is provide free credit reports for veterans for a period of a year 
to make sure that in case some of their credit information has been 
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breached, that it would not necessarily have to come out of their pock-
ets.  Of course, you know, the first credit report is free for any time 
that you apply.  but after that, you have to pay for it.
 of course this will cost taxpayers, and Va maybe, an incredible 
amount.  I think the price tag is 1.5 billion for the first year.  Would 
you be supportive of that?
 mr.  mClendon.  let me just make a general comment.  i think 
it’s very fair to say that the department certainly takes it seriously.  
there have been a lot of discussions over the last week about exactly 
how could we do something like that, what the mechanics would be, 
what the logistics are associated with doing that, how that would 
occur.  and the department is actively looking at how to bring that 
about, those kind of things, right now.
 mr. Salazar.  thank you.  mr. Chairman, there are a lot of people 
here that want to ask questions, so i would like to submit my full 
statement for the record.
 mr. BilirakiS.  the chair appreciates that.
 [The statement of Mr. Salazar is found on p. 93]
 
 mr. BilirakiS.  mr. moran, to inquire.
 mr. moran.  mr. Chairman, thank you very much.  perhaps what is 
most troublesome to me about this scenario is the failure to communi-
cate to the secretary in what i would consider a timely fashion.  and 
i understand mr. filner asked the question earlier about what level 
this information reached, as far as the hierarchy of the department 
of Veterans affairs.  and you know, i am interested in knowing, you 
know, why the Secretary was not notified immediately.  I would at 
least like to think in my own professional life that something dramat-
ic happened that i would be at the top of the list of people who would 
know.  and i don’t know whether it is a concern with the attitude, i 
should have a concern with the attitude of VA officials as, “This is 
something we don’t want to tell our superiors.”  or it is a distance by 
the secretary; he is not there, interested, available.
 i cannot imagine that is the case, but there is something—again, 
mr. bilirakis’s word, the “culture”—that is troublesome to me, that 
we wouldn’t immediately go to the top leadership, the leader of the 
department of Veterans’ affairs with this kind of information.  so i 
am interested in any thoughts that you all have as to what the prob-
lem would be that this would not be seen at the Va as an incident 
that would be immediately reported to the leader of the department.  
i am curious just to know whether in the course of time you have ob-
served other departments, studied what their security measures are, 
how this is prevented.  i am interested in knowing if there are other 
departments out there within the federal government that are role 
models that the department of Veterans affairs should have been 
following.  or other disasters waiting to happen at other cabinet-level 
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positions, other departments within our federal government, that 
we as members of Congress should be aware of.
 And finally, a more practical question: my constituents, my veter-
ans are calling, asking, “you think that information about me or my 
spouse are in these records?” example, a Vietnam veteran discharged 
in 1972 who has now deceased, his spouse, his wife is calling to say, 
“is there any chance that there is information there about my hus-
band or me?”
 and so if there is information that you can provide as to how we can 
answer the calls we are receiving as to who is included in this 26.5 
million veterans whose records are released.
 i thank the Chairman.  anyone, respond to any or all of those.
 General howard.  sir, you ask a number of questions.  i would like 
to recommend we answer all of them for the record.  but let me ad-
dress a couple of them.  you mentioned the other government agen-
cies.  one government agency that is a role model is social security.  
you know, they constantly get very high grades with protection of 
information.  i know that for a fact.
 there are others besides Va that don’t get high grades, i know that 
also.  it is a very real problem in other government agencies, i don’t 
recall the scores.  when you say the Veterans’ affairs is fairly low, 
you’re exactly right.  you know, our grades have not been high.  but 
as I say, there are role models.  There are definitely things that we 
can do to improve things.
 mr. moran.  what you are telling me is that what has occurred 
at the department of Veterans’ affairs may not be an anomaly, but 
something we could to see repeated elsewhere?
 General howard.  sir, with respect to the magnitude it may be an 
anomaly.  You know, what’s significant—obviously, the loss of any 
data is a serious problem, but it’s the magnitude of this one that is so 
troublesome.  i suppose it could occur in other government agencies, 
but you know, i really can’t comment on that.
 mr. moran.  any explanation of the nature of the Va that the sec-
retary would not know this immediately?
 mr. duFFy.  Congressman, i’ll make an effort to answer it.  and 
that is that in all candor, i don’t believe anybody had a true appre-
ciation originally of the magnitude, the size of the data set that was 
lost.  When I first heard that there was a BIRL’s extract, while I 
knew from my own experience that the birl’s record is a large data 
set with millions of records, my own thought was, “well, he probably 
extracted some very small subset of that record.”  And once notified, I 
think what we did was we attempted to do due diligence.  and that is, 
we first of all attempted to get the facts.  And once we had the facts in 
hand, we provided them to the chief of staff, who in turn said, “well, 
let’s work with the general counsel to assess what our obligations or 
responsibilities are here.”
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 and it was that process that took some time.  now, should the sec-
retary—in hindsight, obviously the secretary should have been noti-
fied earlier.  But again, I think originally there was no sense of the 
size or magnitude of the data loss.
 mr.  moran.  Can you assure us that there was no cover-up in-
volved?
 mr. duFFy.  i can certainly assure you of that from my personal 
vantage point and from dealing with the individuals that i have dealt 
with.  there absolutely was no effort, no attempt at all.  we made 
every effort to do what we thought was the right and prudent thing.
 mr. BilirakiS.  the gentleman’s time has expired.
 mr. moran.  thank you mr. Chairman.
 mr. BilirakiS.  ms. hooley to inquire.
 mS. hooley.  thank you, mr. Chair.  this is really frustrating, and 
there are so many troubling things about this incident. this is one 
of a string of data breaches that have happened in all kinds of other 
industries, and is why i think we need some kind of data security 
legislation, which i have championed in the financial services Com-
mittee.  i have also introduced legislation that would require Va ad-
ministration to provide veterans six months’ of free credit reporting, 
that there would be authorized funding, and that you would also have 
negotiating powers so that you can get the best price for the monitor-
ing services.  there has been a lot of estimates about what this would 
cost. we have gotten estimates anywhere from 25 million to $1.2 bil-
lion, so it is a wide range.  and hopefully, we can narrow that piece 
down.
 my question is, if this legislation passes, could you implement that 
in a very timely manner to help our veterans?  and are you prepared 
to negotiate the best price for credit monitoring services?  you can 
answer that now or wait until I am finished.
 and i guess the third question would be, could you start that pro-
cess right now?  do you have to wait for legislation to pass?  Can you 
start the process right now?
 fourth, right now you are giving i think some good advice, but it 
is very reactive.  you’re saying, you know, “please monitor this, call 
your bank,” you know, all of those things.  but why aren’t you more 
proactive?  for example, you could say to every veteran, “you could 
put a fraud alert on your credit report”  if they put a fraud alert they 
automatically get a free credit report.  right now, even without hav-
ing their information taken, or stolen, or breached, they can get a free 
credit report every year.  i mean, that is the law, currently.  and if 
they get one from each credit bureau, they can do one credit bureau, 
and then another credit bureau, and another credit bureau, they can 
get a free report every four months.
 so it seems to me there are some very proactive things you can tell 
all of the veterans that have had their, security breached, you can 
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give them that proactive information today.  and my question is, are 
you doing that; and if not, why not?  then—
 mr. BilirakiS.  wouldn’t you not like to get some answers to those?
 mS. hooley.  yeah, i am ready to get answers any time they are 
ready to give them to me.
 mr. BilirakiS.  yeah.
 mS. hooley.  and then i have one last question.
 mr. BilirakiS.  good.
 General howard.  some of that information is on one of the web-
sites that the veterans are referred to.
 mS. hooley.  some of the information.  i know what is on your web-
site, and it is very reactive, saying “monitor this,” but it is not pro-
active, and there are some very specific things they can do that will 
make a difference on whether or not they have their identity stolen, 
which is a huge problem if that happens.
 General howard.  that’s what i meant.  some of that—things that 
they can take, what they are authorized, is available.
 with respect to additional items like credit monitoring and things 
like that that Veterans’ affairs could pay for, i’ll defer to bob henke.  
we get into budget issues and authorities to pay for that sort of thing.  
obviously, we’re prepared to do anything that we need to do, but i’d 
let Bob comment on the financial aspect of it.
 mr. henke.  ma’am, i went to the websites that we have set up for 
this particular incident, and it does link you to the opportunity to get 
a free credit report, and for every member to put a 90 day fraud alert 
on their individual accounts, so that information is out there, through 
both the VA Websites and firstgov.gov.
 mS. hooley.  is that your recommendation?  i mean, do you recom-
mend that happen, that they do that?
 mr. henke.  that members—
 mS. hooley.  i mean, it is on there.  when they go onto the web-
site, what are the things that you tell them that they can do, the first 
things they can do?
 General howard.  monitor their information.
 mS. hooley.  monitor their information.  which is good advice.  but 
there are some proactive things they can do immediately.  you say, 
you know, put a fraud alert on.  what does that mean if they do that?  
how long does that last?  it lasts 90 days.  they get a free credit 
report.  i mean, i think that is the kind of proactive information you 
should be giving your veterans.
 mr. miller.  Congresswoman, i think it’s fair to say that the secre-
tary and this task force is indeed looking at a whole host of different 
affirmative steps that the department can take, all the way to per-
haps providing credit monitoring.  what we need to do is lay out what 
those potential options are, what the costs are that are associated 
with them, and what authorities we have.  i think the secretary made 
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clear that we were going to do everything in our power to mitigate 
whatever adverse impact this may have on the veterans whose data 
was compromised—
 mr. BilirakiS.  the gentle lady’s time has expired.  but mr. duffy, 
with all due respect, you know, meetings, consultations, “we are look-
ing at it, we are trying to decide what authority we have.”  in the 
meantime, a lot of bad things can be happening. i think that’s what 
the gentle lady is saying, sure.
 mS. hooley.  i just want you to take some leadership.  that’s what 
i want you to do.  i want you to take some leadership.
 mr. BilirakiS.  yeah, well.
 mS. hooley.  excuse me, mr. Chair.
 mr. Salazar.  especially for people who don’t have computers.
 mr. BilirakiS.  well, that is another point.  there are many veter-
ans out there who don’t have computers.  so you can’t just look at that 
one particular way to do it.  there are public service announcements 
that all the television stations as broadcasters are required to make 
available.
 General howard.  and the department is taking steps now to send 
individualized letters to every veteran that we can indeed identify, to 
notify them personally.  you are absolutely right about not everybody 
having a home computer.
 mr. BilirakiS.  well again, as ms. hooley said, take some leader-
ship here.  let us not just sit back and, “we will let these bad things 
happen”—then the cow has already left the barn, or whatever the 
proper terminology is.
 let us see, mr. bradley to inquire.
 mr. Bradley.  thank you very much, Chairman bilirakis.  i would 
just like to start out by thanking you, and mr. filner, and Chairman 
buyer, for your leadership in making sure we have this hearing in an 
expeditious fashion.
 not to beat a dead horse, but my concern i think with some of the 
other more recent questioners is the 27 million people that have po-
tentially had their data stolen, and it may well be used.  let me try to 
encapsulate what i think you have said today in terms of procedures 
that are in place, or about to be in place:
 you are going to write a letter to all 26.5 million, but you don’t have 
envelopes, so we don’t know when that is going to happen. there is a 
website.  the question that ms. hooley asked is why is there no fraud 
alert on it?  there is a call center with an 800 number.  are there 
enough operators, and is the information clear?  there are expedited 
procedures at credit bureaus.  how helpful that is, that would be a 
question i would have.  equifax has a toll-free number.
 we don’t know that there are any problems yet, which i guess is 
good news.  secretary nicholson i think made a pretty clear state-
ment.  the Va is responsible.  let us admit the reality.  that means 
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we are responsible, and we are going to have to deal with this, in 
terms of responsibility.
 so, in terms of questions, do you have authority right now under 
your existing authorizations and budget, authority to pay for any 
credit checks, counseling, or any other expenses such as that?  and 
number two, do you have statutory authority to make people whole 
if they do have identity theft problems?  or if you don’t have that au-
thority, are you prepared to work with us immediately so that we can 
take the legislative steps necessary to give you that authority?
 General howard.  we are clearly prepared to do anything we need 
to do, sir.  we do not believe we have the authority to do that right 
now.
 mr. Bradley.  either authorities i asked?  you don’t believe you 
have the authority to compensate for counseling, for credit checks, or 
any other expenses that are preventative in nature?
 General howard.  i don’t believe so.  no.
 mr. Bradley.  and if you don’t have that authority, you probably 
don’t have the authority to make people whole in the event that prob-
lems do manifest themselves.
 General howard.  i don’t believe so, sir.  we would need some ad-
ditional authority.
 mr. BilirakiS.   i understand that mr. mclean left with the sec-
retary to go over to the senate.  but his assistant is here?  Can you 
answer that question, sir?  mr. thompson, mr. Jack thompson?
 mr. ThompSon.  yes, sir, i am Jack thompson.
 mr. BilirakiS.  yeah, why don’t you pick up that mic, and maybe 
you can respond to that.
 mr. ThompSon.  yes, sir.  we have determined that Va does in fact, 
incident to its authority to administer these benefit programs, have 
the inherent authority to provide, to fund credit checks for individu-
als.  what we lack is clear authority if any individual suffers eco-
nomic damage as a result of identity theft.  those sorts of losses per-
haps could be compensated through an action under the federal tort 
Claims act, based on federal negligence.  but quite frankly, there 
would be a number of legal obstacles in the path of anybody who 
needed to go that route.
 mr. BilirakiS.  Well, now, sir, would your department, your office, 
furnish this Committee your opinions regarding what additional au-
thority might be needed so that we can do whatever is necessary i 
guess through legislation if you don’t think they have the authority?
 mr. ThompSon.  yes, sir—
 mr. BilirakiS.  let us not wait until it happens i guess is what i 
am saying.
 mr. ThompSon.  yes, Congressman.  we would be glad to.
 mr. BilirakiS.  many of furnish that to us as soon as you possibly 
can?  good, all right.
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 mr. bradley, i am sorry to take up your time.
 mr. Bradley.  not a problem.  glad to accommodate you, mr. Chair-
man.
 So having answered the first question about authority, that you do 
in fact have the authority, it would seem incumbent upon all of you 
to make sure that in the widest possible venues, whether it is the 
letter, the call centers, the website, public service announcements, 
on and on and on, that you disseminate the information that in fact 
veterans will be compensated for, if they have expenses to do with 
credit counseling checks or any other expenses, on that first authority 
i asked you.
 and i look forward to working on a bipartisan fashion with all the 
members on this Committee on the second authority, which we need 
to do, it would seem to me, as soon as possible.
 mr. BilirakiS.  i thank you, mr. bradley.  i thank you, mr. thomp-
son.
 mr. udall to inquire.
 mr. udall.  thank you, mr. Chairman, and let me say this in lis-
tening to all of you and listening to the secretary, it seems to be like 
a comedy of errors, and i think you can probably understand why so 
many members of this Committee have expressed on both sides of the 
aisle a great deal of displeasure with what has gone on here.  we do 
not have to tell you, these are men and women who have served this 
country, and potentially we have put them in a situation violating 
their privacy, and costing them a significant amount of money.
 and mr. Chairman, i would like to echo what others have said.  i 
think we have many questions that were unanswered from the sec-
retary.  he is the one in charge of this department.  we should bring 
him back here and get those answers.  i mean, the thing that he said 
that was shocking to me, to hear this happened on may the third, 
and he did not learn until the 16th of may, and he is the guy running 
the department.  theoretically within the Veterans’ arena, the buck 
stops at his desk, and all of you that work for him, it did not get to his 
desk for 13 days.
 And I guess my first question is why is that the case?  Why did none 
of you that are here, or anybody else, report to him for 13 days what 
had gone on?  we heard from you, mr. mclendon, we heard that you 
interviewed and had the information.  you knew there was a breach 
on the 5th.  it would seem to me that that would be the date that 
someone would report to the secretary that we have had a very seri-
ous problem here.  Can anybody answer that?
 mr. Filner.  tom, can i just add half a sentence?
 mr. udall.  yeah, sure.  please, yeah.
 mr. Filner.  Mr. McLendon testified earlier that on the fifth you 
called the secretary.  i do not know who you meant.
 mr. udall.  because the secretary in his testimony here said he did 
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not learn until may the 16th is what—
 mr. mClendon.  i was referring to our administrative secretary in 
our office when I said “the secretary.” She’s the one that first get the 
call.  if i could just add from my point of view, is we have a process 
in place that says, and we are trained do this, that you notify your 
security and information privacy officer, and there is a protocol that 
they follow as to what they do.  and that’s what we did.  and i think 
general howard would probably say the same—we were both trained 
by the same building—that when you have a protocol and process in 
place, you pass that information along, you do the due diligence that’s 
required, and you give them the information.  and you wait for them 
to tell you what it is that they need to move this process forward.
 mr. udall.  but mr. mclendon, mr. mclendon—after you did your 
interview, you knew on the fifth that 26 million veterans’ information 
was out there and had been stolen.  and you had a process clearly—
you had a process clearly to follow—
 mr.  mClendon.  no, sir—no sir, we did not know that on the 
fifth—
 mr. udall.  when did you know that, then?
 mr. mClendon.  We began doing due diligence when [Stricken from 
the record upon request of the presiding Chairman] was able—came 
back to work on friday.  and talking to him about what he thinks 
that he had done.  and that’s when a memo was prepared on the 
eighth, that as mr. duffy shared with you what happened with that, 
that—
 mr. udall.   but when did we know that 26 million veterans had 
information that was in that disk, was in that hard drive that was 
taken?  when did we know that?
 mr. mClendon.  i don’t think we completely knew that until some-
where around the 16th.  and let me—
 mr. udall.   Why did it take so long to figure that out?  I mean, 
you had the employee in your office.  He told you what he was taking 
home.
 mr. mClendon.  well, by this point the employee had already been 
placed on administrative leave, and—
 mr. udall.  you did not do a thorough interview of him before?  
before—
 mr. mClendon.  yes, we did a thorough interview.  the ig did sev-
eral interviews with the individual.  but you have to sit down and go 
through a fairly painstaking process of looking at all of the records 
that are in a file.  And let me just make a comment about Burrels—
 mr. udall.  well, let me ask you one question here because i want-
ed to ask the secretary this, but the Va has an internal system to rate 
the sensitivity of veterans’ data, from a one to a nine, with a level nine 
reserved for Vips like the president of united states, or a member of 
Congress, or a cabinet member.  in 2001, the Va stated that only 43 
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people had Va-wide, were authorized access to those records.  was 
this GS 14 individual specifically authorized access to all sensitivity 
levels, including Cabinet member records, prior to the incident?
 mr. mClendon.  not as far as i know, sir.
 mr. udall.  so there was no authorization.
 mr. mClendon.  sensitivity levels are established in a very strict 
way within Va in terms of access.  i would not even have access to 
that information.
 mr. udall.  thank you, mr. Chairman.
 [The statement of Mr. Udall appears on p. 91]
 
 mr. BilirakiS.  talking about insensitivity: without objection, the 
name that was uttered by mr. mclendon will be struck from the re-
cord.
 mr. mClendon.   excuse me, mr. Chairman.  i didn’t understand 
that.
 mr. BilirakiS.  well, there was a name mentioned of the employee.  
that will be struck from the record.
 mr. mClendon.  oh, oh, oh, yeah. okay.  yeah.  yeah, yeah, yeah, 
yeah.
 mr. BilirakiS.  without objection.  ms. brown-waite to inquire.
 mS. Brown-waiTe.  thank you very much, mr. Chairman.
 Any member of Congress whose district office is helping constitu-
ents, including veterans, if one of our employees took this informa-
tion home and the same thing happened, we would immediately fire 
that employee for putting the constituents at risk.  general howard, 
you referred to the “rules of the game.”  the problem is this is not a 
game.  it was not a game.  you know, the guidelines, that the Va had 
put down were kind of like suggestions.  we often 
hear that people believe the ten Commandments are suggestions.  so 
obviously, you all put this down as suggestions.
 the Va has had problems that the ig has reported: information, 
security, material weaknesses, every year since the 1997 audit.  this 
is 2006, and this has happened?  i am sorry, what are you all doing 
over there?
 back in our individual districts, the medical care that is being 
given is excellent.  but i will tell you, our constituents believe that 
washington dC is la-la land, and i have sat here from the beginning 
listening to everybody, and i am starting to absolutely agree that this 
is la-la land, because you all are in denial.
 is the employee on paid administrative leave, or unpaid adminis-
trative leave for taking this material which he was not authorized to 
take?  mr. pittman, can you answer that?
 mr. piTTman.  paid.
 mS. Brown-waiTe.  would you please stay by the microphone.  he is 
on paid leave?  is there a reason why if he was not authorized to take 
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this why he was not fired?
 mr. piTTman.  yes, ma’am.  from the very beginning we were under 
the instructions that we have to investigate this process to determine 
the severity of the action to be taken, and that’s what we’ve done.
 mS. Brown-waiTe.  is the employee a civil service employee, or is he 
a political appointee?
 mr. piTTman.  Civil service.
 mS. Brown-waiTe.  if the secretary does not know how many em-
ployees telecommute, do you?
 mr. piTTman.  yes, ma’am, 1600.
 mS. Brown-waiTe.  you have 1600 telecommuters?
 mr. piTTman.  yes, ma’am.
 mS. Brown-waiTe.  from all over the country?  or just here in the 
dC area?
 mr. piTTman.  all over the country.  we have 40,000 occupation—
employees that are eligible to telecommunicate, but only 1600 take 
advantage of that category.
 mS. Brown-waiTe.  and do you know—it has been 22 days since the 
burglary took place—does the department have a copy of the police 
report, or are they relying entirely on the individual’s report of this 
incident?  now obviously, the police report would not be completed 
because an investigation is ongoing.  but do you all have a copy of the 
initial report?
 mr. piTTman.  i’m told that the answer is yes.
 mS. Brown-waiTe.  Could you confirm that?
 mr. duFFy.  I can confirm that for you.
 mS. Brown-waiTe.  okay, so you do have a copy of that.
 mr. BilirakiS.  Can we get a copy?
 mS. Brown-waiTe.  yes, we would like a copy.
 the other thing is, did the department do a risk assessment on this 
breach?
 mr. piTTman.  i cannot answer that question.
 mS. Brown-waiTe.  so no one here knows if a risk assessment was 
done on this breach?
 mr. piTTman.  no ma’am, i don’t.
 General howard.  don’t believe it has.
 mS. Brown-waiTe.  well, inasmuch as it happened on the third, the 
Secretary did not find out until the 16th, but the deputy secretary 
found out somewhere in between that time.  don’t you think that it 
was appropriate to do some sort of a risk assessment?
  General howard.  there are actions going on as to what conditions 
do exist, but that’s an ongoing effort to find out how much data is out 
there in an uncontrolled environment.  we don’t know the answer to 
that right now.
 mS. Brown-waiTe.  the other question is, why isn’t all of this infor-
mation encrypted?
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 General howard.  it should be.  i believe i mentioned earlier, the 
guideline—and you’re correct, ma’am, i should not have referred to it 
as “rules of the game,” you’re exactly right.  in that guideline, there 
were two key requirements.  one is that the information should not 
have been removed.  and two, it should have been encrypted, so—and 
it was not.
 mS. Brown-waiTe.  what steps is the department taking to ensure 
that information is quickly encrypted?
 mr. BilirakiS.   would you furnish that information to us in some 
detail, please?
 General howard.  you mean the guideline, sir?
 mr. BilirakiS.  well, what steps are being taken—
 General howard.  yes, sir.
 mr. BilirakiS.  —responding to the question.
 mS. Brown-waiTe.  mr. Chairman, i would also inquire as to why 
these are just guidelines, and that they are not in your regulations?
 mr. BilirakiS.  well, even going further than that, the inspector 
general’s report that i referred to earlier of november of 2005 indi-
cated that there were some problems potentially, security problems.  
and you know, that was a half a year ago, and this has taken place.
 general howard, i am not going to get into that with you now, but 
come on, you are a general officer, and there is no way that when you 
were on active duty, that you would allow this to happen, and would 
not have taken care of the problem when you were notified by the 
inspector general.  it is something, again, that goes back into the 
culture kind of thing.
 i am going to recognize ms. herseth, and i am going to excuse the 
inspector general.  but sir, i am very much concerned what can be 
done.  because again, i have said this, what, for the third time, over 
24 years that i have been here, similar things have arisen, and it 
seems like an awful lot of it has come from—you don’t like the word 
“bureaucracy.”  i don’t know whether you like the word “culture.”  
but it is culture, and an environment there, and whatnot.  and mr. 
ig, i would hope you can help us solve that.  i know we have got civil 
service, those particular problems.
 Can you respond very quickly?  do you mind very much, stepha-
nie?  go ahead, sir.
 mr. opFer.  mr. Chairman, let me just say from the ig’s perspec-
tive what we are doing.  once this came to our attention that we had 
a serious breach of security, i initiated a criminal, investigation and 
an administrative investigation, and tried to gather all the rules and 
policies and procedures in the department.
 there are three prongs to our approach.  one is looking at the theft 
of the data.  two which may answer some of the questions that were 
posed by the Committee members—we are looking at the incident: 
what happened when the employee reported it?  who did he report 
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it in to?  what did they do with the information?  all the way up to 
the top levels of the department.  that is part of our administrative 
investigation.
 i have the Counsel to the inspector general looking at all the poli-
cies and procedures, and we intend to review all those policies and 
procedures, we are looking not only at the policies and procedures for 
the department—are they only geared towards someone in it, when 
there is hacking into the system, or attacking the system? but also, 
what policies procedures  what do we have regarding employees and 
their access to data?  and what are the authority?  who is supervis-
ing it?  who is reviewing the need to have access to that material?  
we hope to conclude that in our inspector general review.
 mr. BilirakiS.  when do you anticipate that being completed?
 mr. opFer.  we are going to try to—separating the ongoing crimi-
nal investigation and working with the federal bureau of investiga-
tion and montgomery County police, and the department of Justice, 
keeping that separate because as you know, ongoing criminal investi-
gations limit my ability to discuss and provide information.
 mr. BilirakiS.  sure.
 mr. opFer.  i have separate teams working on all of the other ones.  
my goal is to try to have that out in 45 days.
 mr. BilirakiS.  Forty-five days.  Would you share all that informa-
tion with this Committee directly?
 mr.  opFer.   yes, sir.  right now, my thought would be that we 
would have a number of recommendations, and a report would be ad-
dressed from myself as the inspector general to the secretary, and it 
would be provided to the Committee, and the members of the Com-
mittee.
 mr. BilirakiS.  would you be able to also share with us suggestions?  
i mean, i don’t know if you agree with me.  i keep throwing this word 
“culture” around.  i don’t know if you agree with me or not, but i think 
it is there, i think it is a problem, and otherwise a lot of these things 
would not be taking place.  Could you share with us maybe your sug-
gestions on how that can be improved?
 mr. opFer.  yes, i think there is a good opportunity now, with the 
Congress enabling the agency, to centralize the it function and give 
the authority and the responsibility to one individual to coordinate 
that.  That was one of the recommendations for years from the Office 
of the inspector general.
 mr. BilirakiS.  okay.
 mr. opFer.  so we continue to be pleased with that—
 mr. piTTman. will you share that with us within that 45 day period 
of time, too?  any suggestions—
 mr. opFer.  —we expect that in the fsm audits that we will contin-
ue to have those material weaknesses until they are corrected within 
the agency.
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 mr. BilirakiS.   exactly. exactly.  thank you, sir, and you are ex-
cused, and we appreciate very, very much your hanging around.
 ms. herseth to inquire.
 mS. herSeTh.  well, thank you, mr. Chairman.  i appreciate the 
questions you posed to mr. opfer, because i think that review will 
answer some of the questions that had been posed previously and 
that i have as well.  but let me make a couple of initial observations, 
and then get to a couple of the questions about the it system now, 
and how it’s working.
 First, I think we do need some clarification from the Secretary, 
because I specifically wrote down during his testimony that he indi-
cated that the Va inspector general became aware of this on may 
10th.  he may have misspoken and meant the information security 
officer, or perhaps he was under the impression that this information 
had been communicated to the ig, which it hasn’t, but we need some 
clarification on the issue.
 also, it’s my understanding based on your testimony and the ques-
tions posed in your responses that the reason that the Va has not 
formally notified the IG even as of this date is because it is not a cyber 
security issue in your opinion, it is a privacy issue; and therefore, it 
is being handled by an office, a division not currently represented 
today.
 secondly, i shared ms. brown-waite’s concern that we have to ad-
dress this issue of something being a guideline versus a directive, 
as it relates to any employee in the Va being permitted to take this 
information outside the workplace, getting the permission, having 
encryption, because i think someone made a note in particular that 
that is a guideline, not a directive.
 So let me ask two questions.  The first is very straightforward.  If 
one of my constituents who is concerned that his or her information 
is among the 26.5 million records within what was stolen and he or 
she calls the 800-number, will the person answering that number be 
able to tell him or her whether or not his or her records were among 
the 26.5 million records were stolen?
 mr. mClendon.  to do that would be to provide this people access 
to the burles system and other databases, for which they may not be 
authorized to be accessed.  so the short answer to your question is no, 
they would not have access to that.
 mS. herSeTh.  so they won’t know until they receive the letter of 
notification from the VA?
 mr. mClendon.  that’s why we are sending the letters.  and let me 
also add, people keep talking about 25 million records.  19 of those—
million of those records have social security numbers.  6 million do 
not have any identifying social security numbers.
 mS. herSeTh.  okay.
 mr. mClendon.  and of the 19 million we believe that there are a 
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number of those veterans are deceased, because when we look at the 
birth dates of a number of them.  so there is effort going underway to 
try to understand of that 19 million—
 mS. herSeTh.  i appreciate that.  i appreciate that.  so what the in-
formation that one of my constituents would get by calling 800 num-
ber is just the recommendation to monitor their credit?
 mr. mClendon.  yes, they are getting direction on what they need 
to do.
 mS. herSeTh.  okay.  and we do not have a time frame yet as to 
when those letters would go out, or did you mention that earlier and 
i missed it?
 General howard.  no, i don’t think—yeah, i don’t—
 mS. herSeTh.  because you still have to analyze all of this data?  
okay.  let me move to—
 General howard.  to elaborate, though—
 mS. herSeTh.  i am going to let you elaborate.  i just want to make 
sure i get to this third question.  and if there is time, the Chairman 
permitting, please elaborate.  i mean, there is so much information 
that we do want here.  we are just under these time constraints. 
 Five, six years ago, I was practicing law at a very large firm here 
in Washington, a firm that has a global presence, number of offices 
across the country.  I could not save a document, any client identifica-
tion numbers on a disk.  we didn’t even have hard drives in our desk.  
but what we did have if we were going to do any work outside of the 
office was a secure ID that changed, as you know, every few seconds 
so that when you are home, or on your laptop, that you have that id 
number that you type in that is only available—you know what i am 
talking about. 
 General howard.  yes, ma’am. 
 mS. herSeTh.  do you have that?  is that a process that you are 
utilizing, that you are integrating over time?  i just don’t understand 
why any employee would be able to save anything onto a desk or an 
external hard drive, and maybe that is part of where we are heading 
with a centralized IT system, but it just seems that a five or six years 
ago, and i note it is a difference between a private sector and a public 
sector and different resources, but are we moving in that direction, to 
have a system like that in place?
 General howard.  We definitely need to improve on the procedures 
that you just described.  The specific drive that this information was 
stored on, the folder is protected.  in fact, i physically tried to get into 
it myself, and i could not do it.  dennis, you can probably comment 
on—  
 mS. herSeTh.  Okay, I appreciate knowing that there is a firewall 
or two that the thieves would have to get through here.  but do you 
have— 
 General  howard.  ma’am, not the information that was on his 
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drive.  i am talking about where he originally took it.  the drive that 
was stolen, as far as we know the information was not encrypted.
 mS. herSeTh.   All right, okay.  Okay, thank you for the clarifica-
tion.  of the 1600 telecommuters, are they access saying the system 
remotely in the way that i just described?  with a secure id, into the 
centralized system?
 mr. piTTman.   no, ma’am.  the only thing that they are doing is 
they are accessing the computer by logging onto the system via a 
security access password.
 mS. herSeTh.  okay.  i have more questions, but i will submit them 
for the record.  thank you, mr. Chairman.
 [The statement of Ms. Herseth appears on p. 87]
 
 mr. BilirakiS.  thank you, gentle lady. mr. michaud.
 mr. miChaud.  thank you very much, mr. Chairman.  i also want to 
thank you for having this hearing.
 most of the questions have been asked, but i just want to follow up 
on a few of them. as we read and heard the ig state, that this condi-
tion has been going on for a number of years as far as the security 
deficiencies and in his testimony, he says in the 141 of the 181 VHA 
facilities, they identified security deficiencies, as well as in 37 of the 
55 Vba facilities. you heard the Chairman talk earlier about former 
secretary principi giving the directive, then the legal counsel saying 
they did not have the authority to do that.
 whether they have the authority or not, i guess this question would 
be for mr. duffy, wasn’t that a good idea, what the ig had talked 
about, on these deficiencies?  Regardless of whether, they had the 
authority or not?  if it is a good idea, why not implement it?
 mr. duFFy.  absolutely, Congressman.  and we thought we were in-
deed implementing them.  in this particular instance, it was an indi-
vidual who violated policies and procedures, who clearly understood 
that what he was doing was inconsistent with established policies 
and procedures, someone who had in recent months completed cyber 
security awareness training and privacy act training.  so there are 
indeed policies and procedures in place.  there is heightened aware-
ness through standard annual training for all employees who are in-
volved in this kind of work.  in this instance, we had an individual 
who simply chose to use poor judgment and violated those policies 
and procedures.
 mr.  miChaud.   as you heard the secretary mention earlier this 
morning, someone has to be responsible if something happens in this 
situation as far as identity theft; has there been—and clearly this is 
a severe case—has Va heard of identity theft in past from veterans?  
and if so, how many of those cases that are out there on a yearly 
basis?
 mr. mClendon.  not personally aware of any, Congressman.
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 mr. miChaud.  okay, thank you.  my next question, we heard a lot 
from different individuals here on, you know, what did you know, 
when did you know it, and could you give the details?  actually, i 
haven’t heard mr. mclendon, when actually did you know it?  what 
did you know, when did you know it, and can you give, some details 
of that timing?
 mr. mClendon.  well, i knew before 6:00 o’clock on wednesday that 
there had been a break-in at the individual’s home, that he had re-
ported that he had lost his personal computer and an external drive.  
at that time, the way he communicated, it also sounded like he had 
lost a little external usb drive, that we would call a memory stick, 
and some Cds.  he was quite upset at the time, so that’s one of the 
reasons why i called the guy who’s our technical expert on data and 
systems to see if he could talk more in a technical terminology to try 
to pull out of him a little bit more.
 so we knew on thursday that something indeed had happened.  
we did not know the scope of it, or any of the details of it.  and so 
when we began meeting with him on friday morning, and then our 
information security manager met with him, we began to get i would 
say a broader outline, but yet not the details out exactly what was on 
those disks.
 it’s fair to say that it wasn’t until monday that those of us who had 
been talking together and talking with him could kind of look at each 
other and say, “okay, we believe we’ve got kind of the initial look at 
what we think may be there.”  and that’s when a memo was prepared 
that, as mr. duffy explained, where it went and what had happened 
after that.  Then the information security officer had further discus-
sions with him.  i don’t believe that we all understood the details, in 
terms of 25 million records, some of these other things, until we un-
derstood that his disk had not been stolen and his memory stick was 
not gone.  there was some confusion about that right after he started 
talking about it, which is understandable.
 And then we started painstakingly going through those of files to 
understand what files there were, what data variables there were, 
related to each one of those files.  That’s what led to again preparing 
a memo on the 16th, which went to the general counsel on the 17th, 
which laid that out.
 Sometimes it takes a finite period of time to do the due diligence 
to find out exactly what is on those files and where could they have 
possibly come from.
 mr. miChaud.  thank you.  thank you, mr. Chairman.
 [The statement of Mr. Michaud appears on p. 82]

 The Chairman. [preSidinG]  has everyone asked all the questions?
 mr. Filner.  if i could just follow up for a couple minutes?
 The Chairman.  sure, mr. filner.
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 mr. Filner.  thank you, mr. Chairman.  Just to follow up on mr. 
michaud’s questions, in the time line you provided to us, you said 
there was a memo on may 5th that says “possibly lost veterans’ data.” 
we don’t have a copy of that, but what did you think, then, that was 
lost?
 mr. mClendon.  that may have been an original memo that the 
information security officer prepared. I don’t have that in front of me.  
i’ll have to go get that but i—
 mr. Filner.  i was just wondering what you knew at that moment.
 mr. mClendon.  Well, what we knew at the afternoon of the fifth 
was that there had been a break-in at the individual’s home, that 
he had self-reported that his personal laptop and personal external 
drive had been stolen, that he believed that he had loaded some vet-
erans’ data, if i remember the words right, onto that.  but he didn’t 
know for sure, and couldn’t say in any detail what may or may not 
have been on there.
 mr.  Filner.  mr. duffy, is that your understanding of that, this 
memo that you provided mr. bowman?  i’m just reading from your 
time line.
 mr. duFFy.  yeah, let me back up a little bit.  and i apologize be-
cause there is just a little bit of confusion regarding memos.  there 
was an original memo prepared by the it specialist, our security and 
privacy officer, late in the afternoon of May 5th.
 The Chairman.  his name?
 mr. duFFy.  i’m sorry, his name?  mr. mark whitney.  mr whitney 
prepared, at my instruction, a memo that attempted to lay out what 
he understood to be the data sets and elements.  and indeed, i think 
he did a pretty good job.  mr. mclendon and i, upon reviewing it, mr. 
mclendon asked for the opportunity to review and validate the infor-
mation.  again, while mr. whitney is our it support person, he does 
not necessarily have detailed understanding or information on the 
data sets or data elements.  so mr mclendon and mr. tran indeed 
did that, modified slightly the May 5th memo.  It was finalized over 
the weekend and provided to me on may 8th.  the unfortunate thing 
is that the date of the memo was never changed.  so we’ve got two 
may 5th memos; one more expansive than the other, simply clarify-
ing the nature of the extracts, the type of programming language that 
they were contained in, and further detail than the previous memo.  
So it was that memo that was—an original memo on the fifth, modi-
fied on the eighth, provided to the chief of staff on the—discussed 
with the chief of staff on the ninth, and given to him on the tenth.
  mr. Filner.  and the chief of staff is directly under the secretary?
  mr. duFFy.  yes, sir.
 mr. Filner.  but everybody took the weekend off on the sixth and 
seventh, it looks like.  normal weekend in your life, 25 million things 
gone, what the hell?
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 mr.  mClendon.  Congressman, i can assure you that there has 
been a deep sense of urgency about—concern about this issue, and 
working on this issue.
 mr. Filner.  except that friday you did something and then you 
waited till monday to do it more, you know, saturday and sunday, 
nothing done, according to what—i am just going by what you pro-
vided us.
 mr. mClendon.  well, that was just the date that was put on it was 
Monday, that was the first working day back.
 mr. Filner.  you can detect the frustration and the outrage in all 
of our voices.  and again, i mean i don’t think you took it seriously 
enough at the beginning, this chief of staff and the deputy secretary 
knew a week before they decided to tell the secretary. in addition, 
even given all that, the so-called outreach to our veterans, you know, 
you say, “well, if you have a website, look us up.  notify your bank, 
notify your credit bureau.  don’t tell us, we don’t need to know if you 
guys have a breach of security.”
 i mean, there is no outreach in the letter that is going to go out.  as 
somebody said, you don’t even have 26 million envelopes.  i mean this 
is ridiculous.  I mean, I think you all should be fired.  To take this as 
un-seriously as you have, to take the amount of time that you took, 
and then still, even at this late date, you don’t have a system where 
anybody even knows that their name was there.  there is no outreach 
for people who—the normal person who may not know how to get 
your website.  nothing is being done on television, radio.
 i mean, you are just waiting, you know, to get this information—
these guys are scared to death.  and you sit there—you don’t seem to 
want to understand that.  and you give these bureaucratic answers 
that don’t mean anything to the people we are trying to serve here.  
as one of the Congresspeople said, if this happened in our staffs, i 
mean, they would be fired right away.  And I think the Secretary, as 
the last act before he resigns, ought to fire the whole bunch of you.
 The Chairman.  i think what would be helpful to us is mr. duffy, 
if you could submit to the Committee, i would like the draft—i don’t 
know if we ought to call it the draft—the original memo from mr. 
whitney—
 mr. mClendon.  the may 5th?
 The Chairman.  the original memo, i want to see what that one 
says. i want to then see whatever changes that were made.
 mr. mClendon.  right.
 The Chairman.  i want to compare the two documents.
 mr. mClendon.  Reflected on the eighth.  Happy to.
 The Chairman.  yes.  and then that ends up to the secretary’s Chief 
of Staff on May 10th.  At some point, the Chief of Staff notifies the 
deputy secretary, but almost another six days go by before anybody 
even alerts the secretary.  you know, what we have here is a chro-
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nology, but the secretary, because it has got a lot of other personal 
identifying information in it, has asked us not to have this put in the 
record.  but i think what we are going to need to do here is, with my 
indulgence, is let me take and ask these witnesses to put a time line 
on the record in their testimony.  is that all right, my colleagues?
 so mr. duffy, let’s just begin with you.  i know you did this a little 
bit earlier, but let us go ahead and take your time line from the first 
moment that your department had knowledge and mr. mclendon, i 
want you to add in.  and then we are going to turn to the other wit-
nesses with regard to the time line as they know it.
 well, let me pause.  i am going to seek counsel.  you can do this a 
thousand ways.  we can either do it day by day and take the testi-
mony of them on what they knew, or we can do witnesses.  mr. filner, 
what do you want to do?  all right, we will turn to mr. duffy.  hold 
on.
 mr. Bradley.  mr. Chairman, could i ask a quick question where i 
was not able to follow up on my time frame?
 The Chairman.  absolutely.
 mr. Bradley.  if you recall—and thank you very much, mr. Chair-
man—if you recall my questions from before about the authority to 
reimburse veterans for credit counseling and credit checks, you indi-
cated that you had that authority.  that’s correct, okay.  the bulk of 
the phone calls and e-mails that my office has gotten have expressed 
a concern over the fact that it may cost fifty to sixty dollars to actu-
ally do that kind of a credit check right now.  so if you have author-
ity to do that, are you prepared to propose to us, today, that you will 
actually establish some mechanism for veterans who have to have 
expenses out of pocket to do a credit check, of a mechanism for them 
to be reimbursed for these expenses?
 General howard.  sir, in discussions this morning before we came 
over here, that is the intent of the secretary, but he was concerned 
about to ensure that we have the authority.  There are financial im-
pacts that need to be addressed.  it is actively being discussed.
 mr.  Bradley.  so it is being discussed, you have the authority.  
when can we expect a decision on how you are going to implement 
that kind of reimbursement?
 General howard.  sir, that i’m not sure.
 mr. Bradley.  if i can ask the indulgence of the Chair.  mr. Chair-
man, in terms of the immediate impact on the 26.5 million veterans, 
which i think all of us, under your leadership and under mr. filner’s 
leadership on a bipartisan basis, want to make sure that we have 
done everything that we possibly can to insure the safety and sanc-
tity of their records.  the most expeditious manner that these gen-
tlemen can make that kind of reimbursement possible, to me would 
seem to be one of the most important first step that we can do for the 
26.5 million veterans that are affected, to say nothing of all of these 
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security measures that have to go into place, but for those people that 
are worried, on an individual basis, and i would urge that we attack 
that head-on with obviously their assistance.
 and i thank you for that.
 The Chairman.  all right.  here is what we will do.  to preserve 
time, i am going to ask you to prepare a chronology, time lines, i want 
each of you to prepare that, excepting personnel, unless you have 
something to add that we don’t know about.
 mr. piTTman.  no, sir.
 The Chairman.  okay, thank you.  so with the rest of the witnesses, 
i need to know the chronology: what did you know, when did you 
know it, and how it got passed along, okay?  so provide that, then, to 
the Committee.  that is the best way, i think, to do this.  Can you get 
that to us in about 10 days?
 General howard.  yes, sir.
 mr. Baker.  yes, sir.
 mr. duFFy.  yes, sir.
 The Chairman.  all right, thank you.
 with regard to the data analyst, who is his immediate supervisor?
 mr. mClendon.  his immediate supervisor is mr. mike moore.
 the Chairman.  mike moore.  and then who is his boss?
 mr. mClendon.  me.
 The Chairman.  you.  i apologize, i was gone.  the project which 
they are working on was what?
 mr.  mClendon.  [Stricken upon request of the Chairman]—The 
individual is—
 mr. BilirakiS.  strike the name.
 The Chairman.  pardon?
 mr. BilirakiS.  strike the name.
 The Chairman.  we are going to strike the name of the data analyst 
from the record.
 mr. mClendon.  the analyst is a programmer, statistician, he sup-
ports a number of different projects in the office that are ongoing.  He 
was doing work looking at a national survey of veterans project.  he 
was also doing some matching to support other projects he was sup-
porting in terms of activities that other people in the office were doing 
during that time.
 The Chairman.  are you aware of any of your employees taking data 
home with them to do, quote, “homework?”
 mr. mClendon.  not to my personal knowledge.  but i would say 
this to be quite candid: we in government today facilitate, encourage, 
and reward people for working from home.  we give them computers 
to do that, we give them access to do that.  each agency allows them 
to—has their own policies about how they do that and when they do 
that.  but it is not our policy to encourage people to take work home, 
or to take data home.
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 The Chairman.  how many employees does the Va have that work 
from home and access your data bank?
 General howard.  two different numbers, sir.  work from home is, 
what was it, 1600?
 mr. piTTman.  those that are the telework employees are 1600. then 
there is another group of virtual employees, which he’ll address.
 The Chairman.  and encryption is used?
 mr. piTTman.  it is not.
 General howard.  sir, if they access—
 The Chairman.  i apologize.  i was just told that has already been 
asked and answered.  in the negative, shockingly.  do you, mr. 
mclendon, know whether or not the data analyst’s supervisor ap-
proved of the practice for this individual to take this type of data out 
of the office?
 mr. mClendon.  no one would have approved that.
 The Chairman.  okay.  but you encourage people to do homework?
 mr. mClendon.  don’t encourage people to do homework.  what 
i am saying is that when people are allowed to telework from home 
you have to be extremely careful about what people do, and what 
they use.  and it is not my policy or anyone i know of, has a policy 
that allows people to take serialized, controlled information of people 
home, or veterans home, to do work.  that’s a no-no in the analytical 
business.  you just don’t do that.
 The Chairman.  let me ask general howard, if i go back to this 
directive from the secretary principi, had the Cio been charged with 
this responsibility over security as the secretary wanted, you think 
this would have happened?
 General howard.  there is a memo that i saw signed by bob mc-
farland.  i don’t recall exactly what it said.  one of the—and i do 
know that one of the difficulties that they were trying to sort out is 
just what exactly the authority was.  there was a lot of discussion 
about the word, “ensure,” that’s in secretary principi’s directive—i 
think that’s the one that it’s in, sir—and if i’m not mistaken, was a 
keyword that the general counsel addressed.
 the bottom line—again, i don’t remember the exact details of the 
memo from the general Counsel, but it is obvious to me that the Cio 
has authority to set policy, to set the guidelines, but then it’s up to 
the individual who supervises, administration heads, and assistant 
secretaries, to implement those policies.
 The Chairman.  but see, had this been enacted, then you had the 
enforcement power.  now, you can’t enforce cyber security.  you can’t 
do anything, all you can do is do compliance; correct?
 mr. CadenaS.  that is correct, sir, check for compliance.
 The Chairman.  and so under a decentralized model, for which mr. 
mclendon, mr. duffy—well, strike mr. duffy—for which mr. mclen-
don i know has argued, that enforcement, that is where it goes, it is 
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decentralized.
 So let me just say this gentleman, one of the first things I learned 
in the army: when you take command, you want to know who the 
key control custodian is, because you just signed personal responsi-
bility for all that property.  under a decentralized model, you have 
too many keys.
 General howard.  sir, i will say that the federated model that has 
been adopted, as you know, will give us a better capability.  it won’t 
give us the ultimate capability—
 The Chairman.  yes, that’s right.  you are going to get a half-baked 
loaf.
 General howard.  —but it will help to some degree to get a better 
handle on it.
 The Chairman.  so let me ask this.  you are the acting Cio, and i 
am going to turn to cyber security.  i have done hearings with you 
before, and those hearings dealt with the hackers from the outside, 
“oh, we spent all this money,” but you also came, and with the ig 
and gao, you talked about all the unauthorized use of employees, 
you talked about that.
 so to go beyond just compliance—or if you are going to say, “steve, 
no, my job is only to do cyber security.  that from the outside, some-
body else should do that,” give us your best counsel, the two of you, 
right now with regard to authorities and enforcement.  you are a 
general officer.  Does dissemination work very well in the Army?
 General howard.  Very well, sir.
 The Chairman.  dissemination?
 General howard.  we also—
 The Chairman.  somebody has got to be in charge with distinct lines 
and chains of command, right?
 General howard.  sir, there’s no question about that.
 The Chairman.  all right.
 General howard.   and one thing that we do have, as you know, 
sir, in the army, is very clear regulations.  as i mentioned earlier, 
we’ve looked for the clear policies and directives, and with respect to 
what the individual actually did, the only place i can see that is in a 
guideline.  it’s not a directive or a regulation that you would think it 
should be.  it is being turned into a regulation, or a directive.  the Va 
uses the term, “directive.”  that is being accomplished without any 
more waiting.
 but it’s too late for that.  i mean, the incident occurred, and it was 
not clear that this was a violation of a directive, because it wasn’t a 
directive at the time.  but what you described, it has to be straight-
ened out.  Clear directives do need to be put into place.  as i said 
earlier, the federated model is helping a great—we’ve only been into 
it for a short time, as you know, but it’s already helping to shed light 
on some activities that are going on that need to be tightened up.
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 The Chairman.  general, if you were to have adopted the federated 
model you let the individual stovepipes to do their own development, 
you don’t own development under the federated model.
 General howard.  that’s right, sir.
 The Chairman.  that is where the problem has been occurring.  in 
software development.  wasting millions and millions of dollars.  that 
is why we have come in and zeroed out programs.  we are extremely 
upset.  it is why we on a bipartisan basis have asked for you, your 
position to be empowered.
 so you are correct.  you can look at this and go, “well, directives 
weren’t violated.”  this is bigger than a small, little employee—
 General howard.   they weren’t violated, because they didn’t ex-
ist.
 The Chairman.  well, this Committee is not going to permit an abu 
graib, whereby you prosecute the little people, and others don’t have 
problems.  we are going to work with you.  we are going to work with 
you, on policies, and practices, and procedures, and empowerment.  
and we are going to also—we may use this to get a stronger hand 
around the development side of the house.
 General howard.  sir, can i comment on the term, “enforcement?” 
i don’t think you will ever get away from the fact that individuals in 
charge of organizations are clearly in—responsible for implementing 
the policies, and enforcing the policies.  we have a greater role in 
determining if violations may have occurred, inspections, that sort 
of thing.  but i don’t think we should ever remove the enforcement 
responsibility from those actually in charge of administrations and 
staff sections.  we didn’t operate that way in the army, either.  the 
commander was in charge.
 The Chairman.  mr. Cadenas, what do you have to add to this?
 mr. CadenaS.  all i can say, sir, is in the three years, six months 
that i’ve been here at the Va, it’s been a little frustrating and chal-
lenging for us, and the team.  we’re looking forward to good things 
with the federated, as i said last time when i was up here, because 
now those systems will go under the leadership of of the Cio, and be-
cause he now owns those systems and i work directly for him, i don’t 
need any authority to execute.
 there—you know, we try the best we can.  the reason why you see 
so many guidelines is because where we can’t get policies or directives 
pushed through, then we go down to the next level, and then the next 
level, to where we are successful in getting guidelines out there.
 The Chairman.  under this federated model, will you receive the 
necessary delegated authority from the secretary to do your job so an 
incident like this will never occur again?
 mr. CadenaS.  sir, to be honest i won’t need his authority because 
I directly report to the CIO’s office.  And under the federated model, 
the Cio is in charge of all the operations and maintenance systems, 
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to where he can tell me, “I got a problem out there, go fix it now with 
your team,” or ensure or enforce compliance or execution.
 The Chairman.  but on the development side of the house?
 mr. CadenaS.  no, sir.  not on the development.
 The Chairman.  yes, that is my point.
 mr. CadenaS.  but we’re working—
 The Chairman.  that is what i want to make clear to all the mem-
bers.  on the development side of the house—we can go with the 
federated model, but this will continue.
 all right, does anyone have any follow-up questions?
 [No response.]
 all right, we are going to continue our hearing at a later date.  i 
thank you for your testimony.  this panel is now excused.
 mr. Filner.  mr. buyer, i just want to thank you for your knowl-
edge and your commitment to follow through. we will follow your 
lead.  i appreciate it very much.
 The Chairman.  the second panel will please come forward.
 the second panel is three representatives from the private sector 
to shed light on the implications of the failure of the department of 
Veterans’ affairs to control information management.  going from 
left to right, we have mr. stuart pratt, president and Chief executive 
Officer of Consumer Data Industry Association. Next, we have Mr. 
dennis hoffman, Vice president for information security for emC 
Corporation.  And finally, we have—
 mS. liTan.  avivah litan.
 The Chairman.  you say it’s pronounced—
 mS. liTan.  avivah litan.
 The Chairman.  pull it close, really close.
 mS. liTan.  oh, sorry.  avivah litan.
 The Chairman.  avivah litan?
 mS. liTan.  litan.
 The Chairman.  thank you.  Vice president and business director 
for gartner incorporated.  i would also like to mention that we have 
Joel winston, associate director of the ftC’s privacy and identity 
protection division, and betsy broder, assistant director of the same 
division, in the audience today.  both are members of the identity 
theft task force, and have been listening to the testimony.  they 
will be available for any questions that any members may have fol-
lowing the hearing.
 we look forward to hearing from our panelists on how we can en-
sure the safeguarding of sensitive information to re-earn the trust of 
veterans and their families.
 
STATEMENTS OF STUART K. PRATT, PRESIDENT AND 

CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER, CONSUMER DATA INDUS-
TRY ASSOCIATION; DENNIS HOFFMAN, VICE PRESIDENT 
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OF INFORMATION SECURITY, EMC CORPORATION; AND 
AVIVAH LITAN, VICE PRESIDENT AND DISTINGUISHED 
ANALYST, GARTNER, INCORPORATED

STATEMENT OF STUART PRATT

 The Chairman.  mr. pratt, you may begin.
 mr. praTT.   mr. Chairman, thank you for this opportunity to ap-
pear before you, and thank you also—
 The Chairman.  thank you.  to all the witnesses, if you have writ-
ten statements—do all of you have written statements?
 mr. praTT.  yes, sir.
 The Chairman.  They all acknowledge in the affirmative.  It will be 
submitted for the record.  and if you would, please summarize.
 mr. praTT.  thank you, mr. Chairman.
 this past weekend, Cdia was contacted by the federal trade 
Commission regarding this breach.  we are thankful for the ftC’s 
outreach to us which allowed Cdia to liaison with our national credit 
reporting company members, who had to plan for likely heavy call 
volumes on their toll-free numbers, and hit rates on their websites.
 based on this contact, our members technology teams were ordered 
in preparation for the announcement on monday, may 23rd.  and as 
part of this very late stage coordination, our members also voluntari-
ly either adjusted current toll-free number menus to include special 
referents for affected veterans, or implemented entirely new toll-free 
numbers which can be used by veterans to request the placement of a 
fraud alert on their credit reports.
 once a fraud alert is placed, a veteran is then by law entitled to a 
copy of his or her credit report, free of charge.  our members report 
that subsequent to the announcement by the Veterans’ administra-
tion and ensuing media coverage, the call volumes have been running 
at approximately 170 percent over normal volumes.
 if we had a criticism of this process, it is simply the fact that our 
members were not consulted sooner by the Veterans’ administration.  
we appreciate however the fact that the ftC did contact us, and they 
were embargoed in terms of when they could get in touch with us to 
begin coordination.
 even over the weekend, the ftC was not permitted to release the 
name of the agency: and thus our members could not execute plans to 
customize toll-free number service until after 11:00 a.m. on monday, 
may 23rd.  we believe government agencies should be obligated to 
coordinate with their members well in advance where they intend 
to publish advice, which includes our members contact information.  
this is simply the right step to take so that our members can verify 
the accuracy of the information and ensure that our systems are pre-
pared for the increase in contact volume.  ultimately, this obligation 
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helps us all serve those who are affected.
 your staff has expressed interest in hearing what steps we would 
recommend that a veteran take in response to the announcement, 
and our views on the key steps are really no different than those 
which the ftC has already compiled.  we believe consistency in a 
message is very important at this stage, and that all veterans are 
empowered to take the steps that are appropriate to the level of risk 
they perceive.  and these include of course placing a fraud alert.
 we would only add emphasis to the ftC’s point that veterans need 
only call one national credit reporting company to place a fraud alert, 
since our members exchange fraud alert requests.  further, upon 
placement of fraud alerts, veterans are entitled to a free copy of a 
credit report and will receive instructions on how to order this.  some 
veterans may be confused about whether or not they need to annual-
creditreport.com to obtain this free report, and the answer is they do 
not.  They will receive specific instructions once their fraud alert has 
been placed that will allow them to access that credit report as well.
 as demonstrated by this breach—
 mr.  Filner.   may i just ask you a question?  sorry to interrupt 
you.
 mr. praTT.  yes.
 mr.  Filner.  Could the Va do that for every veteran right now?  
would you recommend that?  why are we relying on the people who 
are suffering?  why don’t we take a proactive step?
 mr. praTT.  it is a balance sheet question, Congressman, so let me 
give you both sides—
 mr. Filner.  it could be done though, right?
 mr. praTT.  the law does permit a third party to make that request 
on behalf of the individual.  yes, sir.
 mr. Filner.  and what are the minuses?
 mr. praTT.  i am sorry, sir?
 mr. Filner.  you said there are pros and cons.
 mr. praTT.  the only con is that a fraud alert stops transactions, 
slows transactions down, and you may find there are veterans in the 
middle of refinancing a home, obtaining credit, and they may not ap-
preciate the fact that it was inserted right in the middle of that pro-
cess.  it is a balance sheet question that we all have to wrestle with, 
Congressman.  i think that is as good as i can do.
 The Chairman.  you may proceed.
 mr. praTT.  thank you, sir.
 as demonstrated by this breach, data security and the need to no-
tify consumers, including the nation’s veterans, where significant 
risk of harm exists, it is essential.  the following statement delivered 
before other Committees is still our position today:
 the discussion of safeguarding sensitive personal information and 
notifying consumers when there is a substantial risk of identity theft, 
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has expanded beyond the borders of financial institutions.  It is our 
view that a rational and effective national standard should be en-
acted, both for information security and consumer notification, as it 
applies to sensitive personal information, regardless of whether the 
person is a financial institution.
 at this Committee knows, there are a number of house and sen-
ate Committees that are focused on developing uniform national 
standards.  we believe enactment of national standards will ensure 
that sensitive personal information is protected by all who possess it, 
including federal and state government agencies.  new nationwide 
safeguards regulations, offered by the federal trade Commission 
will compel all to deploy physical and technical safeguards strate-
gies for this type of information.  as we head into the memorial day 
weekend, we must redouble our efforts to pass strong and effective 
national law that will require all to secure sensitive personal infor-
mation properly, and to notify consumers when there is a significant 
risk of identity theft.  we should do no less for our veterans, who have 
served us all.  thank you.
 [The statement of Mr. Pratt appears on p. 107]
 
  The Chairman.  next is mr. hoffman.

STATEMENT OF DENNIS HOFFMAN

  mr. hoFFman.  mr. Chairman, members of the Committee, thank 
you for the opportunity to testify before the Committee on Veterans’ 
affairs.  my name is dennis hoffman.  i am the Vice president of 
information security for emC Corporation.  for those of you who 
aren’t familiar with the emC Corporation, we are the world’s larg-
est provider of storage and information management solutions.  our 
fortune 1000 customers include the top 30 commercial banks, the top 
40 insurance companies, 19 of the top 20 pharmaceutical companies, 
all of the top aerospace and defense organizations, and 14 of the top 
15 health care medical facilities, and many others.
 i have personally spent a great deal of time with our customers 
over the past year discussing issues like the one this Committee is 
investigating, and today i can report to you all that the veterans’ ad-
ministration is not alone in wrestling with what is clearly becoming a 
very pervasive issue, which the industry calls “data leakage.”
 while the identity theft problem continues to make headlines, due 
largely to regulation causing it to be made public, it may well be the 
tip of the iceberg.  Relative to all confidential information that orga-
nizations and corporations have, personally identifiable information 
is actually a minority problem.  it is however the one that is making 
front-page news, and is the one that of course you are investigating.  
My point is that there is a lot more confidential information in the 
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world, and it is all subject to the kinds of problems that you talked 
about here.
 so i think it is fair to ask why do these problems exist?  they exist 
largely, from a technical perspective—as you have heard today, this 
is certainly not simply a technical problem.  but on the technology 
side, they exist due to something called perimeter-centric thinking.
 in the sense that from the days of medieval europe, the notion of 
security has been largely to dig moats, build walls, erect castles, erect 
towers inside the castles, and believe that what is inside the tower 
ought to be safe.  that is largely the way that we have gone about 
doing information security, from a technical perspective.  the irony 
is that the vast majority of products which make up the information 
security marketplace today don’t protect information.  they protect 
assets that are supposed to protect information.
 i can almost guarantee you that the laptop we have been discussing 
all morning had antivirus software on it.  that is the single largest-
selling security product in the marketplace today.  and of course, it 
has nothing whatsoever to do with protecting the data on the laptop.  
moreover, what this has led to is it has led us to conclude, or ignore 
the simple fact that information lives, has a life cycle.  and during 
that lifecycle, it moves.  and when it moves, it tends to walk right out 
of the castle.  and therein lies the big issue.
 it is not simply a laptop.  it could be a usb device.  there have 
been many publicized cases of backup tapes falling off of ups trucks.  
when data leaves security parameters, it becomes exposed if we 
haven’t done something to secure the information itself.  and so what 
we are seeing in talking to a lot of our customers is a very significant 
shift in thinking to something we would call information-centric se-
curity, ironically enough, where we actually begin with the notion of 
securing the information, and then applying security to all of the as-
sets through which the information has to pass.
 that means four basic things: we have to understand our data and 
our people as organizations, because at the end of the day, we don’t 
have information until data reaches a person.  so we must be able to 
model both of those and control those.  we need to secure the infor-
mation infrastructure that manages and stores the information.  we 
need to protect the data comprehensively.  to date, we have been very 
focused on the availability of information, and not nearly as focused 
on its confidentiality and integrity.  And it takes all three to truly 
secure information.  lastly, we need to assure policy compliance.
 there are no silver bullets.  this is a systemic problem, and it re-
quires a systemic solution, which you have been investigating all 
morning, particularly around policy and process and people.  and 
in particular, i would like to warn that a knee-jerk reaction to en-
cryption as the silver bullet will likely miss the point, to the extent 
that encryption is only one technology, and it is only as good as the 
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business problem it solves.  if the encryption keys are not managed 
appropriately there are even more problems because the data has ef-
fectively been deleted when it was encrypted.  if they keys cannot be 
shared, collaboration is slowed down.
 encrypting data makes it opaque.  it makes it impossible to actu-
ally know what is inside it.  so a recent regulation in the uk—or was 
it a regulation that existed previously, was recently enacted, to make 
certain that all enterprises in the united kingdom turn over their 
encryption keys to the government so the government can at least 
look at what the data is.
 there are many problems, and there is no single silver bullet solu-
tion.  There are however some very significant critical enablers, and 
you can put these all under the very general heading of “you can’t 
secure what you can’t manage.”  you cannot secure information that 
cannot be managed.  these fall under the heading of things like infra-
structure consolidation.  when data is spread everywhere it becomes 
extremely difficult to stop leaks.  
 Content management is a technology that has existed for years to 
actually manage loose content in files.  On top of that, digital rights 
management technology allows you to do things like encrypt specific 
files, prohibit whether they can be re-e-mailed, sent, printed, or cop-
ied to a usb device.
 Data classification is enormous in the sense that data classification 
helps us to understand whether the data in question on a storage de-
vice is actually the Veterans’ Administration logo, or some confiden-
tial document, or social security number.  at a certain level within 
the it organization, those two pieces of data are absolutely indeter-
minate; you don’t know.
 And then finally, identity management.  Securing data, ironically, 
begins with securing and understanding the people, which again you 
have been exploring all morning.  i have found in speaking with most 
of our customers that are at the forefront of this issue that there is a 
relatively simple formula they are all trying to drive toward.  
 first, maximize access control.  these are issues like authentica-
tion, the secure id comment that was made.  how do you know that 
the person doing the work is actually the person?  strong authentica-
tion and authorization are key.
 segmented infrastructure.  if you actually understand the differ-
ence between your public Website logo and a confidential document, 
you might not want to put them on the same network, the same stor-
age devices, or the same workstations.  And lastly, classified data, 
simply being able to tell the difference between the two.
 So maximize access control is the first step in the formula that a 
lot of our leading customers are applying.  secondly, minimize data 
movement.  where possible, they are trying to eradicate these use 
of backup tapes, the theory being if i don’t put the tape on the truck 
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and it doesn’t leave my data center, then i am less likely to be com-
promised by it.
 issues like the guidelines we have been discussing this morning 
are meant to do just that: keep data from leaving the security perim-
eter.  but as was pointed out by the Veterans’ administration, it is 
very difficult to legislate against an individual deciding to go against 
the policy.
 thirdly, selectively encrypt whatever remains.  so if we maximize 
the access control and minimize the movement of data, what remains 
should be encrypted.
 and then lastly, log and monitor everything, so that we can piece 
together what has happened, both in real-time and after the fact.
 thank you.
 [The statement of Mr. Hoffman appears on p. 113]
 
  The Chairman.  thank you very much.  ms. litan?

STATEMENT OF AVIVAH LITAN

  mS. liTan.  yes, i am avivah litan, can you hear me now?  Can you 
hear me now?  i am avivah litan, i am a vice president at gartner, 
and i follow identity theft and security.  and thank you for inviting 
gartner here to testify about the issue.  Certainly i don’t envy you at 
all.  it is a big, huge task to get this out of control.
 but ladies and gentlemen, you have to assume that the cat is out of 
the bag.  at least 10 percent of us adult social security numbers, and 
all of these veteran records, could be in criminal hands.  in fact, i just 
heard this morning that sale of social security numbers are way up 
on criminal sites, and i would have to verify that with another source, 
but we have to assume that that has happened.
 secondly, i think that it is impractical to ask veterans to take con-
trol of a problem that they cannot see.  so there has been a lot of talk 
about free credit report monitoring.  sure, that is better than noth-
ing, but there are so many crimes that can be committed by stealing 
data that you won’t ever see with credit report monitoring.  so it is 
not practical to ask any individual, especially a veteran, to have to 
take charge of this problem when they didn’t create it, and they have 
no control over it, and they have no visibility into how their data is 
being misused.
 so what can we do?  well, there are two practical steps that i think 
we can take if there is a will to execute.  and of course these may 
sound, you know, beyond execution.  but number one, stop relying on 
social security numbers as the ultimate provider of identity proof.  
when you have all these data elements compromised, you just can’t 
rely on them anymore.  that is the facts.  so we shouldn’t be worried 
in all this data gets in criminal hands; we need to just assume it is, 
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and stop relying on it.
 instead, there are things called identity scoring systems that use 
his social security number, along with many other variables to de-
termine an individual’s identity.  these systems are already used 
by some of the best lenders and credit card issuers in the country, 
because they don’t want to make a loan or issue a credit card to an 
identity thief, because they will lose money.
 those same systems should be used throughout, by other sectors 
including the government sector, the Veterans’ administration, the 
Motor Vehicle Administration, before dispersing benefits or issuing 
credentials, in order to protect the innocent from identity theft.  you 
can just imagine, someone is going to get hold of this veteran data, 
change the address of a check, and then some criminal is going to get 
the benefit and then the veteran is going to have to go spend months 
trying to undo this.  a credit report monitor would not tell the veteran 
anything about this.
 by stealing a social security number, you can get into these free 
credit reports and sign up for them, and the crook has better access to 
the credit report than the veteran does, because they can answer the 
questions that are asked when you register.
 so be realistic about this.  Just assume social security numbers 
are not reliable anymore.
 number two, we do need to protect the sensitive data we have left 
and continue to generate, whether it is health records, financial in-
formation, telephone records, or anything else.  to do so, there are 
several cost-effective technologies that enterprises and government 
agencies can deploy to protect data; including data encryption and 
host intrusion prevention.  of course i am not going to bore you with 
all the details of these technologies, but you should know that they 
have become much more cost-effective and easier to implement over 
the last two years.  so these excuses among different companies out 
undue complexity and high implementation costs are really no longer 
valid, and they shouldn’t be tolerated.
 but as you have discussed today, you already know that many data 
compromises cannot be stopped with technical controls.  in fact, they 
weren’t caused by lack of technical controls.  if you look at what hap-
pened in Choicepoint, their failure was the result of not extending 
information security into the registration and verification process of 
their clients.
 other compromises such as incidences and bank of america and 
wachovia were caused by authorized insiders illegally taking fraudu-
lent action.  and of course the compromise of veterans’ data at the 
Va was in part an example of a poor business practice that allowed 
an employee to bring home 26 million records.  and you know, as you 
have said, it is not this employee’s fault completely.  it is the process 
that allowed him to take home all those records.
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 And in fact, fixing the business process is much harder than imple-
menting technology.  but still, security technology is important.  we 
looked at three scenarios that are documented in our testimony that 
has been submitted to the Committee.  we talked about data encryp-
tion, host intrusion prevention systems, and more vigorous and con-
tinuous security audits.  so just those three, if you implement those 
three systems and processes, you can spend about six dollars just on 
data encryption per customer account, up to $16 per account, just on 
100,000 records.
 so if you are looking at 26 million records at the Va, they could 
do this kind of technology i’m guessing for far less than a dollar per 
veteran.  and you compare that to the cost of a breach, and we have 
totaled that up to be about at least $90 per customer account, and 
that doesn’t even include government fines and big lawsuits.  So you 
compare a dollar or fifty cents to $90, it is a no-brainer that our data 
should be protected, a regardless of compliance or regulations.
 so hopefully, everyone will be embarrassed enough to take action, 
but nobody so far—it seems to be very slow.
 [The statement of Ms. Litan appears on p. 119]
 
 The Chairman.  thank you very much for your testimony.  i am 
going to limit each of us to two minutes.  then we can complete this, 
and then we can go on.  mr. filner, you are recognized.  you pass?  
mr. michaud?
 mr. miChaud.  no, i just wanted to thank the panelists. it was very 
informative, and we really appreciate your time coming here.  and 
thank you again, mr. Chairman.
 The Chairman.  thank you.  mr. udall?
 mr. udall.  did most of you hear the earlier testimony?
 mS. liTan.  yeah.
 mr. udall.  and you heard the number thrown around, 100 mil-
lion, 500 million, in terms of losses and things?  do you have any 
comment on that?  i mean, do you, in terms of what you heard here, 
what kind of damage might be done?
 mS. liTan.  in terms of the damages caused, the total aggregate, i 
really think that nobody has a clue.  but you can’t assume that the 
average cost of an identity theft, if it is a new account, it is about 
1500.  the ftC probably has better data on that than us.  but if it 
is $1500 times 26 million, that would be probably the average worst-
case.
 mr. praTT.  i don’t have anything—
 The Chairman.  excuse me?
 mr. praTT.  i don’t have anything to add.  i think that using the 
ftC numbers as a baseline is a good approach if you are just trying 
to estimate general risk.
 mr. udall.  yeah.  and mr. hoffman, you have anything on this?
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 mr. hoFFman.  yeah, nothing major to add except that it could be 
zero.  we don’t know—obviously, there is an enormous potential li-
ability.  Significant trust damage has been done, but it is very pos-
sible that somebody just tried to rip off a laptop, and didn’t know 
anything about it, you know, and immediately just erased and sold it, 
or ripped the hard drive out of it and resold it.  you don’t know.  but 
the number can be enormous.
 mr. udall.  do any of you have any critique on the way the Vet-
erans’ administration was operating, in terms of the testimony you 
have heard here?
 mr. hoFFman.  i would say that there is—they represented to you 
what in my experience is an absolute poster child for what is going on 
in corporations and organizations, public and private.  this is a sys-
tem problem that requires people, and process, and technology, and 
they had issues at multiple phases of that.  you know, the analogy is 
you can build a very safe car, and you can’t somehow and necessitate 
a very safe driver in that car.  and ultimately, security becomes a set 
of trade-offs around this.  so i would just tell you that they are not 
alone, and unfortunately, they are not unique.
 what does seem to differentiate them from many of the companies 
i have dealt with is the massive dispersion of the it infrastructure, 
and the control of that infrastructure.  again, it is extremely hard to 
secure something you can’t manage.  and when it is that distributed, 
it becomes really hard to control.
 mr. praTT.  i would only add that if i recall, one of the witnesses 
talked about an individual who had dual responsibilities: it and then 
security.  that may not be the accurate description, but good data 
management starts with a chief privacy officer, a chief information 
security officer, a set of highly trained individuals who have very spe-
cific skills in both the knowledge of the—the technical knowledge of 
data security.  encryption isn’t the only solution, for example.  it is 
a much wider array of strategy.  but if you don’t have the infrastruc-
ture that answers right up through—in the corporate world, it would 
be right up through the Committees of the board that would have 
oversight for that—you really don’t have the proper infrastructure to 
even begin to make the decisions to address the dispersion, to oversee 
the proper management of the data.
 mr. hoFFman.  that is exactly right.  we have been working very 
much with a large mutual fund company in boston who had a very 
similar event two or three weeks ago: losing a laptop with informa-
tion on it.  there is no ambiguity about who is responsible for that.  
the response is lightning fast, because there is a chief information 
security officer reporting either to a chief information officer, or a 
chief risk officer.  And they are empowered and accountable, and it 
goes right up to the board to answer the problem.
 mr. praTT.  and in the private sector, it is risk-based, all of these 
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decisions are risk-based decisions the corporations are working into 
their infrastructure.
 The  Chairman.  in this case, the risk base is the american tax-
payer.
 mS. liTan.  i would also like to point out that private sector is gov-
erned in many cases by the payment Card industry standard, that 
has a definite chain of command, and penalties if there is no compli-
ance.  here, i don’t see any distinct rules that they are subject to and 
any reason that they have to get fined.  So there is no stick.
 i get a lot of calls from companies that are complying with pCi, and 
they are damn worried about fines from Visa and MasterCard, and 
that is what motivates them.  i don’t see the same kind of motivation 
at the Va.
 The Chairman.   well, nobody has any enforcement. gartner con-
sulting, are you still on contract with the Va, do you know?
 mS. liTan.  yes, we are.
 The Chairman.  okay.  since this incident has occurred, has any-
body from the Va contacted you, gartner consulting?
 mS. liTan.  personally, i haven’t been contacted.  i think—and i 
can’t really speak for the company because there are a lot of points of 
contact, so—but i think the main contact was on this hearing.
 The Chairman.  emC, do you have a contract with the Va?
 mr. hoFFman.  we have sold stuff, yes, we have sold products.
 The Chairman.  sold on hardware.
 mr. hoFFman.   yeah.  and some software.  and we have been in 
some significant conversation over the last few days on how we can 
help with this.
 The Chairman.  before some of these incidents had occurred, you 
know, i have got secretary Cadenas still here, we had a hearing be-
cause in our disability fraud cases we individuals on the inside doing 
things they shouldn’t be doing, and that’s of he really worked on, 
compliance.-- he works with the ig.  so those things happen.
 i had a conversation with an individual Cio of one of the fortune 
20, and i asked a basic question, “so could any employee pull down 
the entire personnel record, or the customer list of your company, 
and take it home?” you know, he laughed at me.  no, i’m serious, 
he laughed at me like that was the most ridiculous question he had 
ever heard, because there is no way possible they would ever let that 
occur.
 what is your response to that?  tell me what is happening out 
there in the private sector?  why did he laugh at that question?
 mr. hoFFman.  Fortune 20 financial services firm?
 The Chairman.  no, a fortune 20 in the world.  sales, and sales.
 mr. hoFFman.  what industry?
 The Chairman.  i am not going to tell you.
 [Laughter.]
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 mr.  hoFFman.  The reason I ask is because we see a significant 
deviation in industry vertical to industry vertical.  typically, defense 
and intelligence get this, know what they are supposed to be doing 
around protection of confidential information.  Financial services, 
particularly the large banks, get this.  healthcare organizations are 
beginning to, but there is a very steep falloff in the understanding 
and awareness of information security, issues, technology, organiza-
tion structure.  but if you are speaking to somebody in one of those 
higher-end verticals when it comes to security—
 The Chairman.  it is.
 mr. hoFFman.  —it is laughable, because they have dealt with, you 
know—they know that they are personally liable.  these are informa-
tion companies.  to lose the information is to lose the company.  in 
banks, they trade in information, that is their business.  and they are 
very aggressive about making certain things like that can’t happen.
 The Chairman.  well, we already know the advice and counsel to us 
from gartner Consulting with gartner’s centralized approach at this, 
and it was not taken seriously at the Va.  the bureaucracy sort of 
cheered.  they felt like they won.  we had one of the best in our coun-
try as a Cio of Va.  he didn’t have to take that job.  he went in and 
took that job, very challenging.  there were a lot of career employees 
that had been there for a long time, they don’t want to change: “why 
should we do that?  this model has always worked that way.”  and 
you can always come up with a list, very articulate, they sound very 
sensible, very reasoned.
 but the challenge for our, quote, “government,” for all departments 
is to get our arms around this.  and both of you may criticize us.  you 
called this “maximum dispersion.”  i guess we call it “decentraliza-
tion.”  i like your term you have used here.  and what we did here 
on a bipartisan basis was to get our arms around this, we needed to 
empower the Cio, and get hold of the architecture, and begin to then 
work in the systems.  that was our approach.
 and we tried to be good listeners to what is going on in the private 
sector.  it has been really challenging, in the 14 years that i have 
done this, to get government to say it is okay to utilize some business 
practices and principles.  it shouldn’t be a radical concept, but it is 
really challenging, and you know that because you are consultants to, 
quote, “government.” but we provide their budgets every year, and 
monies come, and they spend monies, and they don’t, quote, “have to 
change.”  and it is very, very challenging.
 i am glad that the acting Cio stayed here, general howard, i ap-
preciate that, and secretary Cadenas, and secretary duffy, that you 
have remained here to listen to this testimony.  and i would welcome 
you to contact them for their expertise and counsel as we proceed.
 thank you very much, you have helped your country.
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 this hearing is now concluded.
 [Whereupon, at 12:15 p.m., the Committee was adjourned.]
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